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ABSTRACT 

During a natural disaster, an up-to-date information is required for providing emergency response. People 

in the affected areas can provide valuable real-time information through social media since they have 

better knowledge of the real situation. Social media plays a role in distributing up-to-date information in 

real-time. Twitter as one of the social media platforms that allowing a user to share their geographic 

location through their broadcasted message. Twitter has been used for communication in several disaster 

cases. One of the utilization of Twitter in flood disaster response developed by Jakarta city is “Peta 

Jakarta”. This system collects information from citizens via Twitter to monitor flood situation. However, 

there are several issues of the use of Tweets for the disaster response system. Firstly, deploying help based 

only on the number of the reports is insufficient because the places with lack of reports will be deprived 

of any assistance. Secondly, the unstructured text in Twitter usually has noise that can lead to false 

information. Thirdly, the location name mentioned in the Tweet can vary from the location of the Tweet 

itself causing ambiguity of the true location. 

Using the case study of “Peta Jakarta” the research developed a conceptual workflow to improve the role 

of Twitter for communication during a flood disaster response. Based on the conceptual workflow, the 

prototype system was developed which processes one tweet at a time. The system filtered the detailed 

information about flood location and flood level to identify relevant Tweet using modified Named Entity 

Recognition and Part Of Speech (POS) tagging. The location mentioned in the Tweet was then geocoded 

using two geocoding services namely Open Street Map nominatim and Google geocoding. The distance 

from the geocoded location and the coordinates of the Tweet location was calculated. If the two 

coordinates are close to each other, it is likely that flooding occurred in the Tweet location. 

Another added value to improve the role of Twitter in this research is the identification of a direction to 

the nearest shelter from a Tweet location as a feedback information. Tweet location with relevant 

information and close to the geocoded location was used for identification of the nearest shelter. The 

nearest shelter was identified by calculating the optimum path from the Tweet location to each possible 

shelters using Dijkstra algorithm of “pg-Routing”. Shelters that were possibly inundated were eliminated 

from the selection process. The inundated shelters were identified using a scoring system based on the 

closeness to the Tweet location.   

In the evaluation, the F-measure test of filtering shows the system is reliable to extract the detailed 

information of location content, flood level, and to identify a relevant Tweet. The F-measure test of 

geocoding services shows that the services are credible to geocode a location name as long as the location 

name is valid. OSM nominatim provides a better result compared to Google geocoding. Google might 

return a different location name from the input since it finds a similar name even partially in the case of 

failure to find the exact match. Moreover, the comparison between the spatial distribution of Tweets after 

filtering process and flood area obtained from the authoritative data shows a similar pattern. Thus, Twitter 

is a promising source of reliable flood information as long as its information is filtered properly. 

 

 
Keywords: Flood disaster, Twitter, Volunteered Geographic Information, Natural Language Processing, 
Geocoding, Geotagging, Shelter selection  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

During a disaster, up-to-date information is required to identify areas that need immediate rescue. This 

information can be obtained from the affected citizens, because they have a better understanding about 

the areas. As an example, the 2010 Haiti earthquake shows how citizen volunteers play a role in providing 

information about their situation  (Oliver et al., 2014). As the result, it was very useful for relief agencies to 

allocate the supplies during emergency response. The information is also useful for another disaster case, 

for example in flood disaster. The in-situ information helps relief agencies to monitor the situation (Poser 

& Dransch, 2010).  

Poser & Dransch (2010) states that during a flood disaster, internet technology provides the possibility to 

collect in-situ information such as water level and location. The convergence of internet technology and 

social media provides a high potential for collecting up-to-date information from internet users, since this 

media is mobile and ubiquitous (Bruns & Liang, 2012).  

During a natural disaster, a relief agency uses this social media to get a better understanding of the 

situation in real-time (Yin et al., 2012), and to find information continuously from the citizens about the 

on-going disaster (Landwehr & Carley, 2014). One of the social media that can be used to retrieve the 

information is Twitter. Twitter allows its users to broadcast a short message within 160 characters called 

Tweet. When the users broadcast a Tweet, they can share the geographic position, known as geolocation. 

This functionality is useful for those who wants to share the geographic position when reporting the 

incident location. 

The user who share the geographic position of incident location acts as a volunteer. As referred by 

Elwood, Goodchild, & Sui (2012), the individual or group voluntary activity that reports geographic 

information results in Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI). The convergence of social media and 

geographic information develops a new perspective of VGI (Jiang, 2012). 

Rojas & Muñoz (2014) show how VGI from geolocation Tweets promises a great opportunity to map a 

distribution of crisis events in a web application. A similar system has been developed by the relief agency 

of Jakarta, called petajakarta (DKI Jakarta Capital Government, 2014). This application gathered and 

shared the flood information derived from geolocation Tweet that were sent by the citizen. This way, the 

relief agency monitors the distribution of the Twitter reports in order to identify hot spots problem and to 

respond accordingly. 

Monitoring only the number of reports may not be sufficient, because oversimplifying the relationship 

between geospatial distribution of Twitter activity and the areas that are hit hardest provides a high risk of 

the insufficient help for the areas that lack much report activities (Shelton et al., 2014). In addition, the 

geolocation Tweet do not necessarily imply the incident location, because the location name referred in 

the Tweet message can be different from the location from where the Tweet is sent. Furthermore, the 

noisy nature of Twitter content can impair the credibility of the information (Flanagin & Metzger, 2008) 

since it is collected from everyone indiscriminate of  motivation or expertise. 

To avoid false reports during the disaster response, the filtering of Twitter reports is necessary. The 

extraction and filtering information in a Twitter message are possible using a natural language processing  

(Klein & Castanedo, 2013). Moreover, this also allows extracting a location name mentioned in a Twitter 

message using Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Liu et al., 2011). 
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The identified location name can be used to check the reliability of the Twitter report by comparing the 

location from where the Twitter was sent and the location name mentioned in the Tweet. The location 

name can be converted into geographic coordinates using a geocoding service such as Google geocoding 

(Davis & de Alencar, 2011). Therefore, the distance between the two locations can be calculated. 

During a disaster, people use Twitter not only to report an incident location but also to request a help and 

rescue as stated by Adam and Muraki (2011). They also state that Twitter is the more reliable tool to 

communicate than other devices in an emergency condition. Therefore, it raises a challenge for the relief 

agency to optimize the use of Twitter for providing help and rescue operations. One of the information 

that can be provided by relief agency is about evacuation shelter. It is because evacuation shelter is a basic 

need in disaster condition (CCCMCluster, 2014; Rashid, Haider, & McneilL, 2007) 

The example of the platform for communicating between citizen and relief agency is a disaster portal that 

developed by Lickfett et al. (2008). The portal providing various information during the disaster. For 

instance, the citizens allow accessing information about shelter through the portal. However, when 

Twitter is a platform for communication, a relief agency can use the same platform to provide the 

information directly to the citizen.  

The exchanged information between the affected citizens and the relief agency during the disaster 

response is optimizing the role of Twitter as a platform for communication. The citizens act not only as 

the information seeker but also as the sensor who contribute the information in the field (Goodchild, 

2007). Meanwhile, the relief agency obtains the periodically updated information. 

 

1.2. Case Study 

The use of Twitter to obtain information during flood disaster has been widely used in various application. 

One of them is “Peta Jakarta”, a system developed by relief agency of Jakarta to gather and to disseminate 

flood information obtained from Twitter. The system utilizing geolocation Tweet which contains the 

information about flood in real-time (DKI Jakarta Capital Government, 2014).  

Flooding in Jakarta occurs almost every year. The flood is influenced by several factors such as 

disorganized building construction, increasing urbanization, economic growth, and global climate change. 

Another factor is the changing of natural condition. It occurs due to population increase and the spread of 

residential/Industry that covered the catchment area  (Team Mirah Sakerti, 2010). This issue is worsened 

by the population wastes and sediment that cause the silting of the rivers (Steinberg, 2007). 

The worst flood disaster in the last ten years happened in 2007, because of the high rainfall for days. The 

affected areas are estimated around 4.370 km2 with the height reached 4 meters, rendered 340.000 

homeless, and the total cost of the disaster is skyrocketing at 8.8 trillion Indonesian Rupiah (Dartmouth 

Flood Observatory, 2008). 

The existence of “Peta Jakarta” helped Jakarta’s relief agency to monitor the situation during the disaster. 

The citizens of Jakarta reported the situation in their neighborhood to the system. The role of the system 

is to be a platform for communication between citizen and relief agency to obtain information and to 

provide help and rescue. Therefore, by considering these explanations, this research used “Peta Jakarta” as 

the case study by offering benefits to improve the role of Twitter in such system. 
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1.3. Research Identification 

The section of research of identification gives more explanation about research objectives (1.3.1) and 

research questions (1.3.2) that are taken for this research. They were built based on issues that are 

addressed in the previous sections. 

1.3.1. Research Objectives  

 
1. To develop a conceptual design for utilizing geographical context of Twitter in flood disaster 

response system. 

2. To develop an automated process for filtering the Twitter content of flood disaster using natural 
language processing. 

3. To develop an automated process for assessing the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of its 
location content in flood disaster. 

4. To develop an automated process for providing on the nearest safe evacuation shelter as a feedback 
information. 

 

1.3.2. Research Questions  

 
For objective 1: 

Research Questions: 
a. What is the characteristic of Twitter content in flood disaster? 

b. What is the use case to be implemented? 

For objective 2: 

Research questions: 
a. Which natural language processing method to use or modify in filtering the Twitter content? 

b. What is the evaluation result of filtering the Twitter content? 

For objective 3: 

Research questions:  
a. How to assess the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of its location content? 

b. What is the evaluation result of assessing the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of its 
location content? 

For objective 4: 

Research questions: 
a. What is the method to use or modify for finding a route to the nearest shelter under flood 

disaster conditions? 
b. How can these directions be communicated back to the information seeker? 
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1.4. Innovation Aimed at 

The innovation of this research aims to utilize Twitter in flood disaster beyond from the data collection, 

which is the automated extraction of detail information about the content, the automated geocoding based 

on the content, and the identification of direction to evacuation shelter as a feedback information. 

 

1.5. Research Methodology 

The research methodology were generated to obtain the research objectives. The research methodology 

are showed as follows: 

1. A literature review regarding the VGI and social media in natural disaster, natural language 

processing, geocoding, and the evacuation shelters selection. 

2. Requirement analysis to identify the benefits for the current system where to focus on the 

automatic processing. 

3. Design the conceptual of the automatic processing of citizen volunteer in flood disaster, from 

Twitter. Then determining the design that doable for the research.  

4. Implementation of the conceptual design into a system. 

5. Evaluation the result. 
 

 

Figure 1.1: Methodological workflow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Literature Review

Requirement analysis

Conceptual Design

Implementation

Evaluation
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2. THE USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN DISASTER 
RESPONSE 

2.1. Social Media and Volunteered Geographic Information 

As referred by Goodchild (2007),  volunteered geographic information (VGI) emphasizes the role of 

volunteers in contributing geographic information. The emergence of Web 2.0 technology (O’Reilly, 2005) 

offer non-professionals as volunteers to participate in updating process an information (Roche et al., 

2011). The web community as citizens act as sensors in sharing information via social web (Web 2.0) 

(Sheth, 2009). The technology allows users to insert latitude-longitude coordinates called ‘geotag’ to 

allocate a place-mark (Crampton et al., 2013). The ability in sharing the geographic position has been 

adapted by several social media platforms such as Flickr, Instagram, and Twitter. 

Twitter is a social media platform that is widely used by the internet community. Its users can broadcast a 

140 characters message, called Tweet, via the internet. One of the features that Twitter provide is the 

location-based feature. This feature enables users to share their personal position in anywhere and 

anytime. The convergence of social media and geographic information transforms the perspective of VGI 

(Sui & Goodchild, 2011) from what Goodchild (2007) referred.  

Twitter provides an API (Application Program Interface) that allows developers to access Twitter data 

(Twitter, 2016). The emergence of API and support location-based feature by Twitter offer a high 

potential to gather a large number of geographical information. Therefore, it gives an opportunity to 

analyze the spatial distribution of this information for various purposes. 

2.2. Social Media in Disaster response 

Nowadays, social media has changed the way of people to interact and to communicate in daily life. 

People can broadcast information easily using this platform. Thus, propagating news can be faster and 

broader. During a crisis event, people use social media to get up-to-date information about the current 

situation. This opportunity is used by relief agency to collect data on social media to allocate relief needed 

and to broadcast the situation using their application software (Landwehr & Carley, 2014). 

Since some social media allow users to share their personal position in geographic coordinates, it gives a 

positive impact for relief agency to analyze a spatial distribution in real-time. As referred by Poser & 

Dransch (2010), up-to-date information is required in all phases of disaster management. In this case, 

users of social media act as volunteers who share their spatial information or called VGI. In other words, 

they act as “sensors” that observe the situation in-site. For instance, in flood disaster VGI could be 

utilized to detect flood locations and to propagate flood alerts from the local authority  (Schade et al., 

2011).  

Vieweg et al., (2010) revealed how Twitter contributed to develop situational awareness during the Red 

River floods and the Oklahoma grassfire. Using an automatic system, they extracted the place name that 

was mentioned in a Twitter message to identify a disaster location. The result shows that the automatic 

method requires a better understanding how an affected citizen is communicating. Thus, the extraction 

strategy is necessary for this kind of system. However, the positive benefits of the social media in crisis 

event are not without some drawbacks. There is a possibility that the information given is purposely 

misleading. Based on the possibility, a further filtering of every information is required (Madry, 2015).  

According to Reza Fazeli et al. (2015), there are several approaches to assess the credibility of VGI in 

flood hazard mapping. First approach is analyzing the spatial pattern by classifying data. Second approach 
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is analyzing the metadata to extract the information using natural language processing. Last approach is, 

comparing the authoritative data to assess the quality of VGI. 

In the conceptual workflow of the automatic quality assessing of VGI by Ostermann & Spinsanti  (2011), 

several pointers need to be considered in the data collection phase; a keyword could have several 

meanings, and within a single message could have some information of locations. Furthermore, to enrich 

the content, the information of places or location name mentioned in the text could be transformed into 

geographic coordinates. Therefore, it can be used to analyze the distance between the location name and 

where the message is sent. 

From the conceptual model of the automatic credibility assessment of VGI (Idris et al., 2014), there are 

two main components of the indicator in assessing VGI. The first component is metadata and the second 

component is the data itself. The recommendation to assessing these components are using machine-

based learning to develop a digital metadata and using other government data to assess the credibility via 

the Linked Data Web infrastructure. However, it is mentioned that currently to link the government data 

using Semantic Web is still be argued since the lack of research in this technology in supporting the large-

scale data. 

According to Adam & Muraki (2011), another recommendation to improve the reliability of Twitter in 

communicating during a crisis is using an official hashtag and using the system that could extract the 

information. The use of the hashtag and prescribed syntax will make it easier for the machine to read the 

data (Starbird & Stamberger, 2010). This way, the simultaneous communication between two sides could 

give benefit to both local authority and citizen. 

 

2.3. Related Work in Term of Methodology 

2.3.1. Filtering of Twitter Content 

The information written in a Tweet is a kind of human language (English, Indonesia). The structure of 

most languages are different. The methodology to understand human language computationally is called 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Robin, 2009a). An NLP method allows extracting information in a 

written text such as a Twitter message. 

An example of the use of NLP in Twitter is a system that has developed by  Cameron et al. (2012). The 

system is capable of detecting the incidents from Twitter during an emergency. This system has several 

abilities, such as (1) Detecting the incident using a burst detection method from historical data and statistic 

model to count how many times a certain word emerges (2) Summarizing information that is the result of 

burst detection by clustering similar event. (3) Classifying relevant Tweets using support vector machines. 

(4) Managing issues by separating the clusters which do not contain similar contents, and (5) Analyzing 

historical alerts which have been obtained from the burst detector. 

The most significant phase in analyzing Tweet content is the process of identification of words using the 

Part Of Speech (POS) tagging (Gimpel et al., 2011). Each word inside a Tweet is tagged according to its 

lexical category. For example, A for the adjective, N for the noun, P for preposition, and so on. The result 

of this tagging process is in a form of annotated corpus that could be used for other linguistic analyzes. 

Dinakaramani et al. (2014) designed an Indonesian Part of Speech (POS) tag set to assign a tag or a 
descriptor into a word. The process consists of two main steps which are assigning the initial tag set and 
revising the tag set by manually add into the Indonesian corpus consisting of 10,000 sentences. As a result, 
there are 23 Indonesian tag sets such as; coordinating conjunction (CC), cardinal number (CD), 
preposition (IN), adjective (JJ) and so on. 
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Another method in the NLP is Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Ritter et al., 2011) that aims to identify 
named entities such as persons, organizations, and locations. POS tagging is the prerequisite to identify 
each word in NER. Considering the content of Twitter is an unstructured text, the different style of 
vocabulary is needed to overcome out of vocabulary (OOV) issues. 

The NER method for the Indonesian language is conducted by Budi et al. (2005). They developed a set of 
rules to identify named entities such as persons, organizations, and locations. It is derived from a 
combination of contextual, morphological and part of speech features. To check the accuracy of this 
method, they conducted an empirical evaluation using the F-measure approach. The result is 63.43% recall 
and 71.8% precision. The low results occur because of a conjunction that is mostly used in a part of 
organization name. The following rule is a sample to recognize a location entity. 

“If a proper noun is preceded by ‘di’ then the proper noun is the name of a location” 

Middleton et al. (2014) utilized the information obtained from Twitter for crisis mapping during a natural 

disaster. To increase the number of Tweets, they used NER method detect ‘named entities’ or ‘place 

name’ within the Tweet which are then geocoded using a gazetteer. They conducted several steps to 

extract a place name and to get the coordinates of each place. Firstly, during tokenization, the message 

split into separate words. Then, a noise such as URLs and email address is omitted to avoid false tokens. 

Secondly, using the POS tagging, each word is classified based on its lexical category. The pattern of its 

lexical then used to identify a place name that exists inside the Tweet. Lastly, the identified place name is 

given the geographic coordinate using the geocoding method. 

 

2.3.2. Geocoding of Location Content 

Geocoding process is also known as Geotagging, which is a process to identify one part of a text that 

describes spatial aspect into a geographic coordinate location (Ghahremanlou et al., 2015). The emergence 

of web services followed by the emergence of online geocoding services (Google geocoding, Yahoo 

PlaceFinder, Open Street Map nominatim) help the developers to choose a service that suitable to their 

needs. 

Watanabe et al., (2011) detects an event by identifying a non-geotagged location from Twitter using 

Foursquare’s service. They extracted a place name from a Tweet, and then sending them to the 

Foursquare service. Then, the service calculates a variance of the place name and the physical location. 

The fewer variation means, the more correct one place name is described in the physical location. 

In contrast, with Yin et al. (2012), developed a system that implements the geotagging process for a 

location in the user profile if a Tweet has no location. The content of the location is sent to the Yahoo 

Geocoding Service to obtain top five matching location in the world. 

Each online geocoding service has the difference of strategy and database that affect to the output quality. 

Roongpiboonsopit & Karimi (2010) compare and evaluate the output of several online geocoding services; 

Geocoder.us, Google, Microsoft, MapQuest and Yahoo. Google, MapPoint and Yahoo have the high 

match rates. MapQuest is of middle quality, and Geocoder.us has high-unmatched rates. 

The geocoding services provide a metadata as an output. One of the attributes in the metadata is a 

granularity of the output level. In Teske (2014), they compared several services as follow: Yahoo 

Placefinder has a different rank in every level of point, street, and area. Bing Maps has four output levels, 

which are “rooftop”, “parcel”, “offset”, and “interpolation”. Similar to Bing Maps, Google Geocoding 

Version 3.0 also has four level output: “rooftop”, “range_interpolated”, “geometric center”, and 

“approximate”. Even though OSM does not have the granularity of the output level, the output is the 

most precise compared to the others, and OSM has an attribute type to distinguish whether the output is 

point, line, or area. 
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According to the document of Google Geocoding service (Google Developers, n.d.), the output metadata 

indicates a different level of the precisions: 

- “ROOFTOP”, indicates the output has an address precision or a Point of Interest (POI) address.  

- “RANGE_INTERPOLATED”, indicates the output is the interpolation between two precise points. 

- “GEOMETRIC_CENTRE”, indicates the output is a polyline or a polygon. 

- “APPROXIMATE”, indicates the output is approximate.  

Even though, OSM does not provide coordinate accuracy metadata, the attribute of OSM type from the 

metadata could be used to distinguish whether the output is point, line, or area. 

 

2.3.3. Evacuation Shelter Selection 

With the simultaneous communication between relief agency and citizen through the social media in real 

time during a disaster, it is possible for the relief agency to give information about the nearest shelter 

location to an affected citizen. by considering the accessibility, the shelter is better to be located within 

walking distance, which is maximum 1 km to reach by walking (Sanyal & Lu, 2009). 

Regarding the evacuation route, distance is often used in many studies such as Euclidian distance or 

network path distance as a parameter to calculate a travel cost. Others used time of the cost (Ye et al., 

2012). For the shortest path algorithm, the Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) performs better in an 

evacuation system (Wang et al., 2011). This algorithm uses a simple yet efficient coding, To generate 

19,701 paths in a CPU with a 512 MB memory card, it takes less than 3 seconds (Alçada-Almeida, et al., 

2009). 

Fortunately, Dijkstra algorithm can be used in the PostGIS/PostgreSQL extension called “pgrouting”. 

“pg-Routing” is a library with various tools to find the optimum paths based on cost parameter. It can be 

calculated dynamically using the Structured Query Language (SQL) within a  very short time execution 

(Zhang & He, 2012). 

Singh et al., (2015) developed a system using pgrouting to obtain the shortest and the alternative path in 

different disaster scenarios. Here, its users could give information about the affected road segments 

through the system that will be stored in a database. Hence, when another user tries to find a route, those 

segments might not be calculated into the query. 

Regarding this research, Dijkstra algorithm on “pg-Routing’ is used to determine the shortest path from 

several potential shelters provided by the system. Ultimately, users will obtain feedback from the system, 

which shelters are the most potential towards their location.  

2.4. “Peta Jakarta” as the Current System 

The annual flooding that occurs in Jakarta attracts the local government to collect flood information direct 

from citizen by deploying a real-time application called “Peta Jakarta” (DKI Jakarta Capital Government, 

2014). Using this system, the relief agency of Jakarta city called BPBD gathered and disseminated flood 

information obtained from Twitter. The effected citizen can report the condition of their neighborhood to 

the system via Twitter. This way, the relief agency can monitor the situation during the disaster. The 

system is active every monsoon season, which is from December to March. 

In a white paper (Holderness & Turpin, 2014), it is explained that the system retrieved the data in two 

phases: The first phase is actively persuading any Twitter users who insert the word ‘banjir’ (flood) inside 

their Tweet by sending a Tweet invitation (figure 2.2).  This invitation is to confirm whether the users are 

affected by the flood or not. If they are affected, then they can send back a Tweet to the system’s official 
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account (@petajkt). In the second phase, the confirmation Tweet is automatically mapped in the system. 

The Tweet can be inserted to the map if it contains a geolocation. If there is none, then the system will 

send back another Tweet that asks the user to enable their geolocation. Figure 2.2 describe the workflow 

of “Peta Jakarta” in obtaining the information. 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Where is the 
message from?

geolocated

@petajkt

unconfirmed
message

confirmed
report

unconfirmed
report

unknown

@petajkt

unconfirmed
message

"jakarta" text

no location text

Who is the 
message to?

Create a report Feedback 

#banjir #flood

 thank you for 
your report 

 join @petajk 

 turn on GPS 

Figure 2.1: Tweet invitation at petajakarta.org (source: http://petajkt.org) 

Figure 2.2: The workflow to obtain information at petajakarta.org (source: http://petajkt.org) 
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3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

This chapter addressed the first objective of the research; the objective is to develop a conceptual design 

for utilizing geographical context of Twitter in flood disaster system. There are three steps to obtain the 

objective. First, identifying the problem based on requirement analysis. Second, identifying the user who 

involved in the system. Third, designing a concept that can be implemented to the system. Flood disaster 

system that used as the case study is a system developed by Jakarta city called “Peta Jakarta”. Hence, the 

concept was determined based on the system. 

3.1. Requirement Analysis 

In a research documentation of “Peta Jakarta” (DKI Jakarta Capital Government, 2014), a frequently 

asked question is about the accuracy and the validity of the report. Currently, the validity process that has 

been conducted, which are: 

1. Observing the concentrated areas of Tweets, then manually validating it by crosschecking with 

other Tweets on the same areas. 

2. Monitoring the other official Twitter accounts that give information about flood as the addition 

cross checking. Those are @BPBDJakarta as the official account of the Jakarta relief agency, 

@TMCPoldaMetro as the official police account for traffic management center in Jakarta, and 

@RadioElshinta as the official account of one radio news in Jakarta. 

3. Monitoring electronic media such as radio, television and other internet sources. 

 

The documentation explained, there are three categories of Tweet that received by @petajkt. The first is 

“flood report” category that includes details about location name and flood depth level. The second is 

“help and evacuation” category that asks for help, support, and evacuation. The third is “review” category 

that sends a feedback or review related to problematic reports. The examples of flood report category, 

help and evacuation category, and review category are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 respectively. 

 

@petajkt #f lood in cempaka baru 1 street is around 10cm and the water has already got inside the house 

 

#need #logistic #urgent #Survivor #banjirJKT citizen KODAMAR AL in Hypermart in f ront of  MOI, CP: Hari 0857-4062-

7770  

Figure 3.2: Tweet of help and evacuation category 

Figure 3.1: Tweet of flood report category 
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@petajkt Does the report f rom one of  the account will be moderated? Less data but more valid is better than more data but less valid. 

 

In a Twitter message that sent to “Peta Jakarta” account, there is a message that provides information 

related to available shelter. Figure 3.4 shown a user sent a report about the weather condition from a 

shelter. 

#weather raining at KBU area & citizen of RW 02 ready at Wayang-wayang shelter @petajkt @BPBDJakarta 

@basuki_btp 

These Tweet categories show the different interest of the people in their report. Therefore, a classification 

of Tweets is required before there are shown on a map. Otherwise, there will be misunderstandings when 

looking at the spatial distribution. The high concentration of Tweets in one area, does not always mean 

that the area suffers the most (Shelton et al., 2014). 

Tweets of the “flood report” category, contains a location name where the flood occurs. The "Peta 

Jakarta” mapped the flood reports based on the geolocation Tweet (location of the mobile phone when 

the Tweet is sent). However, the geolocation Tweet might be different from the location mentioned in the 

Tweet. For instance, users can send a Tweet from their workplace to report the flood condition of their 

house. Due to this, any application that focuses on the location content at the base of the disaster decision 

making should be aware whether the geolocation Tweet is suitable for the system (Hahmann et., 2014). 

Disaster is always closely connected to the shelter and evacuation, as can be seen in the category “help and 

evacuation” Tweet where the users request help in logistic or evacuation. As a prone area, Jakarta city has 

evacuation shelters plan that can be used during disasters. If there is a quick feedback from the relief 

agency to the users about nearby shelters, then they will able to save themselves without having to wait for 

the arrival of the evacuation team. 

Therefore, the added value that can be implemented in such system (Peta Jakarta) are: 

 

1. Automatic filtering to obtained a detail information about flood location and flood depth 

level to identify relevant Tweet and off-topic Tweet; 

2. Disambiguate the flood location between geolocation content (location mentioned in the 

Tweet) and geolocation Tweet (location where the Tweet sent); 

3. Management of the feedback regarding the useful information for the user. 

 

The requirement analysis was identified the characteristic of Twitter content in flood disaster. Therefore, 

the section addressed the research question about what is the characteristic of Twitter content in flood 

disaster.  

Figure 3.3: Tweet of review category 

Figure 3.4: Tweet of information shelter 
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3.2. The Role of the Users 

The role of the users is explaining the type of users that involved in the current system. Based on the 

explanation in the research background (chapter 1) and the requirement analysis, the conceptual design 

proposed the role of the users could be divided into the following categories: 

1. As a seeker, users consists of two categories as seen in Figure 3.5: first, the relief agency who seek 

the information about the flood. Second, the affected citizen who seek a help and rescue. 

 

 

2. As a contributor, users consists of two categories as seen in Figure 3.6: first, a citizen who 

contribute the information about the flood. Second, the citizen who contribute to update the 

information about a shelter. 

 
Even though the role of users is divided into several categories, it does not mean that a citizen cannot be 
acted as a seeker and a contributor simultaneously. Because, when they were sending a Tweet, the message 
might be contained both information and request. Therefore, this research proposed to focus on one 
group of the users to limit the problem. The group is the users who act as contributor of flood 
information.  

seeker

relief agency
(seek the flood information)

citizen
(seek help and rescue)

contributor

citizen
(contribute the flood information)

citizen
(contribute shelter information)

Figure 3.6: The users as contributor 

Figure 3.5: The users as seeker 
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3.3. Conceptual Workflow 

The conceptual workflow describes the flow of process in utilizing geographical context of Twitter in 
flood disaster system. This section addressed the research question about what is the use case to be 
implemented.  

As explained in the role of the users, this research focused on the users who act as contributor of flood 

information. Considering in a disaster, a citizen might be needed a help and rescue, a feedback 

information should be informed to the users. The research proposed a direction to the nearest shelter as 

the feedback. However, only users who provide a relevant information that get the feedback. Therefore, 

filtering the content is implemented before identification the shelter. After filtering, another step is 

assessing the geolocation of the Tweet (primary geocoding) and the geolocation of the location content 

(secondary geocoding) mentioned in the Tweet. The assessing is to calculate a distance between the two 

geolocations. The close distance means, the Twitter users report a location in the same area where they 

were sending the Tweet. 

Before explaining more detail about each process, the following Table 3.1 is describing briefly the list of 

symbol that used in every workflow in this research. 

 
Table 3.1: The workflow symbol 

Symbol Name Functionality 

 

Input/Output A parallelogram that represents an input or 

an output 

 

Process A rectangle that represents a process 

 

Decision A diamond that represents a decision 

 Arrow An arrow that represents a flow of process 

 

 

As already explained there are three main steps in the conceptual workflow; filtering the content, assessing 

the geolocation, and identifying a direction to the nearest shelter. The following points are the use case 

scenario of the concept. The workflow of the concept is portrayed in Figure 3.7. 

1. The announcement and invitation 

In Twitter, it is a common using a specific hashtag to highlight a topic. Currently, “Peta Jakarta” use a 

hashtag banjir #banjir (flood) in their invitation. According to Starbird & Stamberger (2010), the 

hashtag is a prescribed syntax can help the system to extract the information for different purposes in 

an emergency situation. For examples to share flood location (e.g. #info #location), to seek a help 

and rescue (e.g. #help #evacuation), and to share shelter information (e.g. #info #shelter). These 

hashtags can be introduced when the relief agency send the invitation to persuade the citizen.  

Input/output

process

decision
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The invitation is conducted with two approaches, first the relief agency broadcast the invitation with 

a regular interval, and second the system send the invitation automatically to Twitter users if a 

specific keyword (e.g. banjir/flood) identified in their tweet.  

Before a Tweet is processed in the system, checking the correct format is necessary. In the current 

system, the checking means, if the Tweet contains the geolocation and the official account 

(@petajkt), then it will be used in the system. 

 

2. Filtering 

The filtering process allows classifying a tweet into different categories. Because this research is 

focused on the group of users who contribute information about flood, then the filtering aims to 

identify a relevant Tweet that related to flood information. As mentioned in the requirement analy sis, 

a flood report Tweet contains information about flood location or flood depth level. This mean, the 

relevant Tweet is a Tweet that contains one of the information.  

The extraction of flood location and flood depth level is using a Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

approach. In the NLP, the use of a set predefined keyword can help the process to distinguish the 

group message (Klein & Castanedo, 2013). The content of flood location and flood depth level then 

used to determine whether the information is relevant or not. 

3. Geocoding 

Location name (location content) mentioned in a Tweet is used by citizen to refer a flood location. 

The closeness between the Tweet location (primary geocoding) and the location content (secondary 

geocoding) could be varied. A large distance between these locations can be misleading. It is related 

to the uncertainty about the true location. Therefore, checking the distance is important to be 

considered before it added into a system such “Peta Jakarta”. 

Checking the distance needs information about the coordinates of the two location. The first 

coordinates obtained from the geolocation of the Tweet (where the Tweet is sent) and the second 

coordinates  obtained from the geolocation of the location name (location content). For this 

purpose, the location name should be converted into coordinates. A geocoding service has the ability 

to find coordinates from a given location name. The coordinates from geocoding content (location 

name) are represent the center of point, line, or area. For example, if a given location name is a 

street, the coordinates from geocoding content is the center of the street. This mean, the distance is 

calculated from the primary geocoding to the center of secondary geocoding.  

After identifying the secondary geocoding (location content), the distance between the two locations 

can be known. If the distance is too far, then a feedback can be sent to the user for request 

confirmation of the true location. In this concept, a Tweet that close to its location content has a 

maximum distance of one kilometer. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.3, Google geocoding allows returning an approximation output in its 

metadata. The approximation indicates the quality of geocoding is low. Therefore, a Tweet that has 

an approximation output can be marked, and a request confirmation about the true location can be 

sent to the user. 

4. Shelter selection 

Shelters dataset obtained from the authoritative data. The dataset provides a large number of shelters 

plan. However, during the disaster, it does not ensure that all shelters are available. Therefore, the 

conceptual workflow is proposed the identification of the shelters using Tweets that categorized as 

credible Tweets. The credible means, the Tweets have relevant information and have close distance 
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from its location content. The close distance implies is likely if flooding occurs in the location where 

the Tweet was sent. 

In selection of the nearest shelter, shelters that has a possibility being inundated should be omitted 

from the selection. Since the Tweet is representing a flood location, then the possibility-inundated 

shelters can be identified based on the following assumption: 

- If the shelter is close to the Tweet, then the more possible of the shelter is inundated. 

- If there is another Tweet in the same location, then the more possible of the shelter is inundated. 

After elimination of the possibility-inundated shelters, the nearest shelter can be determined by 

calculating the optimum path. Therefore, the direction to the shelter can be identified as well. 

Ultimately, it used as feedback information to the user. 

 

The communication between citizens and relief agency in this conceptual workflow can be implemented 

in a real-time system. However, the concern of this research is more of data processing (filtering content, 

geocoding of location content, and identifying the nearest shelter). Therefore, a sufficient number of 

Tweets is required in this research. For this purpose, this research was used the Twitter data from the 

monsoon season 2013-2014. 
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Figure 3.7: The conceptual workflow of utilizing geographical context of Twitter in flood disaster system  
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4. METHODOLOGY 

Based on the conceptual workflow in Chapter 3, the filtering content, the geocoding of location content, 

and the identifying shelters are steps that proposed in the workflow. This chapter is explaining the 

methodology of each step. The three steps addressed a research question from the three last research 

objectives of the research. 

4.1. Data 

This research used several sets of data from various sources. First, Tweets from the monsoon season 

December 2014 to March 2015. The strategy for retrieving the Tweets was used a keyword of the official 

account of “Peta Jakarta” (@petajkt) and blocked the Tweets account of the official account. Second, 

Indonesian tagged corpus obtained from “https://github.com/famrashel/idn-tagged-corpus” as the 

research output by Dinakaramani et al., (2014). Third, administrative name of Jakarta city obtained from 

authoritative data. Fourth, street map obtained from OpenStreetMap. Fifth, Shelter map obtained from 

authoritative data. Jakarta capital government provides the shelter for spatial Plan 2014-2030, there are 

about 2563 shelters plan in the dataset.  

Figure 4.1 shows the flow of the data retrieval. In the Figure, both filtering and selection used the street 

dataset. However, the filtering used only of the attribute name for the list of toponym where the shelter 

selection used both of the attribute and the spatial data.  
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Figure 4.1: The flow of data retrieval 
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4.2. Tools Used 

The system was developed using three mains platform. First, Python as the programming language, 

PostgreSQL as the database, and Application Programming Interface (API) as the services. Several python 

libraries were connecting to these platforms, and two extensions were embed in the database. Each 

process in the system was used a different tool as seen in Table 4.1. The connection of the tools shown in 

Figure 4.2. The output of the research was stored in CartoDb, an online visualization platform that 

allowed its users to store a spatial data in its platform and allowed its users to design the visualization. 

 

Table 4.1: The list of tools that used in the system 

Purpose Tool Name Explanation Platform 

Database PostGIS An extension for PostgreSQL to support a spatial data (PostGIS, 

n.d.) 

PostgreSQL 

Psycopg2 

 

A database adapter of PostgreSQL for the Python programming 

language (Python Software Foundation, 2015) 

Python 

Data collection Twitter Search 

API 

Part of the REST API (application programming interface ) that 

authorized to find or to query a recent Tweet (Twitter.inc, 2015). 

The REST (Representational State Transfer) is a software 

architectural style for communicating trough HTTP (Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol) to request data (Rouse, 2014). 

API 

Tweepy Python library that allows accessing the Twitter API (Roesslein, 

2009) 

Python 

Filtering Nltk (Natural 

Language 

Toolkit) 

A platform that works for human language data in python 

programming language (NLTK Project, 2015) 

Python 

Geocoding Google Maps 

Geocoding 

An API service for converting an address into geographic 

coordinates (geocoding) or vice versa (Google Developers, n.d.) 

API 

OSM 

Nominatim 

 

A tool to find an address from OpenStreetMap data. Currently, there 

is an API that used nominatim for geocoding (OpenStreetMap Wiki, 

2016) 

API 

Geopy 

 

A client in Python programming language for geocoding using third-

party geocoding services such as OpenStreetMap nominatim, Google 

Geocoding, ESRI ArcGis, Bing Maps, and so on (geopy, 2016) 

Python 

Shelter 

selection 

pgRouting 

 

A PostGIS/PostgreSQL extension that is providing functionality for 

geospatial routing (pgRouting Community, n.d.) 

PostgreSQL 

Twitter Search API
Tweepy

PostGIS
pgRouting

Psycopg2

Geopy OSM NominatimGoogle Geocoding

Nltk

Figure 4.2: The connection of the tools 
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4.3. General Workflow 

In general, the workflow consists of four processes; data collection, filtering, geocoding, and shelter 

selection. Data collection was designed to retrieve the Tweets and to store the result into a table in the 

database. Each Tweet in the table was processed by filtering to obtain the content (flood level and location 

content). Based on these, the Tweet can be identified whether it is relevant or off-topic. The geocoding 

process used to check the closeness between the primary geocoding and the secondary. Thus, the Tweet 

can be identified whether it is close to its location content or not. 

The Tweet after the two processing stored into a new table called Tweets result. Afterward, for the Tweet 

that categorized as relevant Tweet and close to its location content was processed in the shelter selection. 

The output was a location of the nearest shelter and its direction to the shelter. The two output were used 

to update of the attributes of the Tweet. This way, the user of the Tweet obtained the information about 

the shelter because the user id is includes in the attributes. The general workflow can be seen in Figure 4.3.   

    

Figure 4.3: The general workflow of data collection, filtering, geocoding, and shelter selection  
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4.4. Data Collection 

There is a time constraint of Twitter Search API that does not retrieve Tweets older than 7 days 

(Twitter.inc, 2016) whereas the required data is from last year’s monsoon season. However, there is a 

possibility to search a Tweet without the API by using URL “https://twitter.com/i/search/timeline?” o r 

“https://twitter.com/search?” these URLs allow searching a Tweet by adding a query after the question 

mark (?). This strategy makes it possible to retrieve a Tweet at the period. The different between both 

URLs are the first URL returning an HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) page whereas the second 

URL returning the HTML page in a JSON file. The following URL is the strategy to retrieve the Tweets: 

“https://twitter.com/search?f=realtime&q="since:2014-12-01 until:2015-03-31 @petajkt"&src=typd” 

The HTML consists of tag elements inside an angle bracket (< >). It is enclosing Tweet attributes such as 

status id, text message, and date. The status id is stored in a tag element “data-tweet-id”.  To retrieve the 

status id in the HTML, a regex function was used as seen in the following code: 

… 

html = page.read().decode("utf-8") 

pat = re.compile('data-tweet-id="(.+?)"') 

status_id = pat.findall(html) 

… 

Unfortunately, the HTML does not have information about the geolocation of Tweet. Therefore, the next 

process was querying the geolocation and other attributes (text, date, username) via Tweepy library.  

In general, the process to collect the Tweets consist third steps. First, retrieving an HTML tag element 

from URL's Twitter search to obtain the status id. Second, retrieving geolocation and remaining attributes 

using Twitter API. Third, inserting the Tweet into the database for the Tweet with geolocation. The flow 

of the process is in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: The workflow of data collection 
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4.5. Filtering of Twitter Content 

The first objective of the conceptual workflow is to filter the detail information of Twitter content. The 

information is location content and flood depth level.  These contents are determining whether the Tweet 

is relevant or off-topic. As mentioned in the conceptual design, NLP approach can be implemented in this 

process. The explanation of the method in this section addressed the research question of the second 

research objective about which natural language processing method to use or modify in filtering the 

Twitter content 

In NLP, a method that allows to extract entity in a set of text from a given query called Name Entity 

Recognition (NER) (Jung, 2012). The most common entities extracted are persons, organizations, and 

locations. In this case, location content is the entity that required being identified. 

The strategy to acquire the entity could be different in every system. The main step in NER method is 

tokenization and Part Of Speech Tagging (POS). The objective of tokenization is to break the sentence 

into separate word where POS is to tag of each word based on its category. The tokenization and POS are 

part of the NLTK library that used in the system. 

The filtering is divided into seven steps as seen in general workflow Figure 4.5, the explanation of each 

step is in the following sections. 

Figure 4.5: The workflow of filtering of Twitter content 
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4.5.1. Pre-processing 

The objective of pre-processing is for normalization of Twitter content. In this system, the normalization 

has several steps as follow: 

- Convert the Tweets into lower case 

- Convert an invitation message into a tag “INVITATION.” 

- Convert a URL into a tag “URL.” 

- Convert a username with prefix @ into a tag “USER.” 

- Removing a hashtag 

- Remove all punctuations  

The invitation is occasionally mentioned in a Tweet if the user replies directly or retweet the invitation. 

The invitation is not the original message from the user hence it is necessary to be removed. The system  

used the regex expression in the process. The pre-processing is shown in the following code: 

tweet = tweet.lower() 

tweet = re.sub('((kena banjir?.*))','INVITATION',tweet)  

tweet = re.sub('((www\.[^\s]+)|(https?://[^\s]+)|(pic\.[^\s]+))','URL',tweet)  

tweet = re.sub('((rt@[^\s]+)|(@[^\s]+))','ATUSER',tweet)  

tweet = re.sub(r'rt AT_USER', 'ATUSER', tweet) 

 replace_punctuation = tweet.maketrans(string.punctuation, ' 

 '*len(string.punctuation)) 

tweet = tweet.translate(replace_punctuation) 

tweet = re.sub('[\s]+', ' ', tweet)  

tweet = re.sub(r'#([^\s]+)', r'\1', tweet)  

The following Tweet is a sample of pre-processing: 

Original Tweet: 

@petajkt #banjir banjir sepaha orang dewasa, Jl. Satria 2 Jelambar JakBar pic.twitter.com/CmdYPd4A7l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

The Tweet after noise removing: 

ATUSER banjir banjir sepaha orang dewasa Jl Satria 2 Jelambar JakBar URL 

 

4.5.2. Filtering of Location Content Using Toponym 

To identify a location content the most straightforward way by using a list of toponym. As mentioned in 

Chapter 4.1 about Data, the list of toponym obtained from merging between a street name of OSM and 

administrative name. Then, it sorted per line from the longest name to the shortest name and it saved as a 

txt file. 

To find a match string name in the list, the code read the text line by line using regex expression. If a 

string in a Tweet matched with a string in the list, then it converted into tag “LOCNAME” and the string 

name stored into a location name list. The following code is the filtering of location content using the list 

of toponym. 

… 
fileloc = open('location_name.txt') 

cortloc = fileloc.read().splitlines() 

… 
result = '' 

for address in cortloc: 

    result = re.findall('\\b'+address+'\\b', tweet, flags=re.IGNORECASE) 

    if len(result) > 0: 

        tweet = tweet.replace(address, "LOCNAME")  

        tweetrem = tweetrem.replace(address, "") #remaining words 

        resnameloc.append(''.join(result)) #location name 

result = None 
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The following Tweet is the sample of filtering of location content: 

Before processing: 

ATUSER banjir banjir sepaha orang dewasa Jl Satria 2 Jelambar JakBar URL 

After processing: 

ATUSER banjir banjir sepaha orang dewasa Jl Satria 2 LOCNAME JakBar URL 

Since the location name could be contained multiple words, then this process needs to be done before the 

tokenization. It is important because tokenization aims to break the sentence (text) into separated word 

called tokens (Robin, 2009c).  

 

4.5.3. Tokenization 

The separated words after tokenization were used for several purposes. First, to identify a keyword related 

to flood. Second, to identify a keyword related to location name. Third, to identify a keyword related to 

flood depth level. 

The keywords related to flood are banjir (flood), air (water), genangan (inundate), meluap (overflow), terendam 

(submerged). The keywords related to location name is a set of words that usually precede a location 

name, for examples; jalan (street), wilayah (area), kampung (village) and so on. The keywords of location 

name included also a set of list preposition which are; di (at), depan (in front of), dekat (near), belakang 

(back), dekat (next to). The abbreviation of keywords was included in the list as well. 

A word related to a part of human body is commonly used to describe a flood depth level. For example; 

waist-high, thigh-high, and so on. These words were used as a set of keywords to identify a flood depth 

level. Later, these words were converted into a numeric number to obtain the value of water level. 

Every string/word that intersection with the list was converted into a tag. The tag are; KEYFLOOD for 

keyword related flood, PREP for a keyword related to the location name, and DEEPVAL for a keyword 

related to flood depth level. The regex expression was used to search these words as seen in the following 

code: 

… 

#replace keyflood 

keyflood = set(tweetlist).intersection(keyfloodlist) 

for i in keyflood: 

    tweet = tweet.replace(i, 'KEYFLOOD')  

    tweetrem = tweetrem.replace(i,'') # remaining words 

keyflood = None 

 
#replace prepolist 

keyprep = set(tweetlist).intersection(preploclist) 

for i in keyprep: 

    tweet = re.sub(r'\b'+i+r'\b', "PREP", tweet, 1) 

    tweetrem = re.sub(r'\b'+i+r'\b', "PREP", tweetrem, 1) 

keyprep = None 

… 

The following Tweet is the sample of identifying the keywords: 

Before processing: 

ATUSER banjir banjir sepaha orang dewasa Jl Satria 2 LOCNAME JakBar URL 

After processing: 

ATUSER banjir KEYFLOOD sepaha orang dewasa PREP Satria 2 LOCNAME JakBar URL 
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4.5.4. Filtering of Flood depth Level 

There are two ways of a user sends an information about flood level. First, using a part of human body as 

explained before. For example: 

@petajkt #banjir banjir sepaha orang dewasa, Jl. Satria 2 Jelambar JakBar 

@petajkt #flood thigh-high, Jl. Satria 2 Jelambar JakBar 

Second, using a metric unit of length (centimeter/cm). For example: 

@BPBDJakarta @TMCPoldaMetro @petajkt jam 06:48 ketinggin air 50cm di jln danau sunter barat 

@BPBDJakarta @TMCPoldaMetro @petajkt at 06:48 the water level is 50cm at jln danau sunter barat 

 

In the tokenization, a word that intersection with the set of keywords related to flood level was tagged into 

DEEPVAL tag. Afterward, it converted into a numeric value. Since the keywords are a list of parts of 

human body words, then the flood level is an approximation value from the high of the parts of human 

body. The following Table 4.2 shows the conversion of the word to an approximate value. 

 

Table 4.2: The conversion of flood depth level 

Flood level (Indonesia) Flood level (English) Approximate value in cm 

Sepinggang waist-high 100 

Sepaha thigh-high 70 

Selutut knee-high 30 

Semata kaki ankle-high 10 

 

The following code is the code for identifying flood depth level based on the conversion list 

… 

keydeep = set(tweetlist).intersection(deeplist) 

deepval = None 

deepkey = '' 

for i in keydeep: 

    tweet = re.sub(r'\b'+i+r'\b', "DEEPVAL", tweet, 1) 

    tweetrem = re.sub(r'\b'+i+r'\b', "", tweetrem, 1) 

    deepkey = i 
        #translate deepvalue 

    if deepkey == 'sepinggang': 

        deepval = 100 

    if deepkey == 'sepaha': 

        deepval = 70 

    if (deepkey == 'selutut') or (deepkey == 'lutut'): 

        deepval = 30 

    if (deepkey == 'semata') or (deepkey == 'mata') : 

        deepval = 10 

… 

 

The regex expression was applied to convert the second type of flood level into a numeric value. The 

regex identified the numeric number after a metric unit of length (centimeter or meter) using a set of rule. 

Therefore, a list of metric units was required in this step included its abbreviation. If a metric unit of meter 

was used in a Tweet, then it converted into centimeter unit (multiplied by 100). The following code is the 

code for identifying flood level using a metric unit: 
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… 

if word in deepunitlist: 

    x = tweetremsplit[(tweetremsplit.index(word)) - 1] 

    xx = re.findall(r'\d+', x) 

    if len(xx) != 0: 

        xx = xx[len(xx)-1] 

        i = int(xx[0]) 

        if i != 0: 

            deepval = xx 

            tweet = tweet.replace(deepval + ' ' + word, 'DEEPVAL') 

            if word == 'm' or word == 'meter': 

                deepval = int(xx) * 100 

            tweetrem = re.sub(r'\b'+word+r'\b', "", tweetrem, 1) # remaining words 

    x = None 

    xx = None 

… 

 

4.5.5. Part of Speech Tagging 

A Tag is a descriptor that assigned to a given token (word). The process aiming to assign this descriptor to 

a part of speech (sentence) that called Part of Speech Tagging (POS) (Robin, 2009b). In this research, the 

collection of tag-set was obtained from the result of research by Dinakaramani et al. (2014).  The corpus 

was used to tag (label) a word during the POS processing. The result of this process was a part of a 

sentence in a Tweet that converted into a tag. Table 4.3 shows the list of the Indonesian tag-set that exists 

in the corpus: 

 
Table 4.3: The Indonesian tag-set (source: Dinakaramani et al., (2014)) 

Tag Description 

CC Coordinate conjunction 

CD Cardinal Number 

OD Ordinal Number 

DT Determiner/Article 

FW Foreign Word 

IN Preposition 

JJ Adjective 

MD Modal and auxiliary verb 

NEG Negation 

NN Noun 

NNP Proper Noun 

NND Classifier, partitive, and measurement noun 

PR Demonstrative Pronoun 

PRP Personal Pronoun 

RB Adverb 

RP Particle 

SC Subordinating conjunction 

SYM Symbol 

UH Interjection 

VB Verb 

WH Question 

X Unknown  

Z Punctuation 

 
Before POS processing, the remaining words were filtered using a list of stop words. The stop word 
referred to a list of common words that considered having no meaning. A word that intersection with the 

list was converted into a tag STOPWORD. The following code is the code to identify a stop word:   
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… 

tweetremsplit = tweetrem.split() #split the remaining words 

i = 0 

for word in tweetremsplit: 

    if word in stopwords.words('indonesia'): 

        tweet = re.sub(r'\b'+word+r'\b', "STOPWORD", tweet, 1) 

        tweetrem = re.sub(r'\b'+word+r'\b', "", tweetrem, 1) 

… 

Afterward, the POS is implemented as seen in the following code: 

… 

wordlists = PlaintextCorpusReader(corpus_root, '.*') 

cortagg = wordlists.words(fileids='indonesia_tagg_new.txt') 

… 

if (word in cortagg) == True:  

    inword = (cortagg).index(word)  

    tagg = cortagg[inword + 2] 

…  

 

4.5.6. Filtering of Location Content Using a Rule Assignment 

The first approach of identification a location content is using a list of toponym. However, there is a 
possibility a location name cannot be found in the list. Therefore, the location content can be identified 

using a rule assignment approach to overcome the problem. 

In the tokenization step, there is a predefined keyword usually precede a location name. The keyword was 

converted as PREP tag. Then, a word after PREP tag can be identified as a location name and then it 

inserted into the list of location name. 

There is a challenge for a location name consisting of more than one word because the second word and 

after might be failed to be identified. As seen in the following Tweet: 

banjir sepaha orang dewasa di jl. budi mulia gunung sahari @petajkt #banjir 

Thigh-high flood at jl. budi mulia gunung sahari @petajkt #banjir 

 

“jl. budi mulia gunung sahari” is a set of the location name. The predefined keyword identified “budi” as a 

location name since it preceded by “jl” which is a member of the predefined keyword. Then, how to 

identify the rest of the words (mulia gunung sahari)? 

The POS identified the remaining words as a Noun, the output was; PREP NN NN NN NN. 

Furthermore, Noun after the PREP tag was identified as a location name using a rule assignment. In 

another word, if there was a set of Noun after a PREP tag, then those words was identified as a set of the 

location name. Therefore, “jl. budi mulia gunung sahari”  identified as a location name. 

The used of unstructured text such as abbreviation caused a failure in the identification. A word caused by 

the failure identification called an unknown word. Unfortunately, the unknown word was often found as a 

location name. Therefore, if an unknown word was preceded by PREP tag, then it identified as a location 

name as seen in the following code: 

… 
tweetsplit = tweet.split() #remaining words 

i = 0 

for word in tweetsplit: 

 if tweetsplit[i-1] == 'PREP' : 

  resnameloc.append(''.join(word)) 

  tweet = tweet.replace(word, 'LOCNAME') 

   i += 1 
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4.5.7. Identifying Relevant Tweet 

The remaining step in the filtering is to determine whether the Tweet is relevant or off-topic. As explained 

in the conceptual design, a relevant Tweet is if it mentioned a location content or a flood depth level.  

The output of previous steps is a set of tagging words resulted from the identification of keyword related 

flood, flood depth level, and location content. The following Tweet is an example of the steps: 

Original Tweet: 

@petajkt #banjir banjir sepaha orang dewasa, Jl. Satria 2 Jelambar JakBar pic.twitter.com/CmdYPd4A7l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

The Tweet after the rule assignment process: 

ATUSER KEYFLOOD KEYFLOOD DEEPVAL NN RB LOCNAME 2 LOCNAME LOCNAME 

URL 

The rule assignment to identify a relevant Tweet is “if the output contains a floods keyword and a location 

name, or if the output contains a floods keyword and a flood depth level, then it is classified as a relevant 

Tweet”. Since the sample contains KEYFLOOD tag and DEEPVAL tag, then the Tweet was classified as 

a relevant Tweet. The rule assignment can be seen in the following code: 

 

… 

tweetsplit = tweet.split() #remaining words 

resrelevant = None 

if (('KEYFLOOD' in tweetsplit) and (('LOCNAME' in tweetsplit) or ('KEYHEIGHT' in 

tweetsplit )) or ('DEEPVAL' in tweetsplit)): 

    resrelevant = 'y' 

else: 

    resrelevant = 'n' 

 

4.6. Geocoding of Location Content 

The second objective of the conceptual workflow is to check the closeness between primary geocoding 

(geolocation of the Tweet) and secondary geocoding (geolocation of the location content). If the distance 

between both coordinates is less than one kilometer, then it considered as close to its location content. 

The explanation of the method in this section addressed the research question of the third research 

objective about how to assess the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of the location content. 

The geocoding aims to convert location content obtained from the filtering process. The location content 

was sent to OSM nominatim and Google geocoding as the online geocoding services. As explained in the 

literature review, the output from OSM provides the best fitting compare to other services.  

Before the services was used in the system, the experiment was conducted to compare between both 

services. The experiment was geocoded of three location names using the online geocoding comparator 

on “http://www.gisgraphy.com/compare/”.  

The first location name is “kampung baru , pondok pinang”, the result is shown in Figure 4.6 and Table 

4.4. The output shows that OSM is the best fitting to the street name “kampung baru”.  The second 

location name is “Plaza semanggi”, the result is shown in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.5. The geocoding output 

of OSM is located at the correct location “plaza semanggi” but Google geocoding is located at “jalan 

jendral gatot subroto”. The third location name is “pondok indah”. The result is shown in Figure 4.8 and 

Table 4.6. It can be seen, the distance between the two outputs is quite far. Google geocoding returns an 

address “pd. indah” instead of “pondok indah” whereas OSM returns the correct address. 
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Table 4.4: The first comparison of geocoding output between OSM nominatim and Google Geocoding 

Attribute OSM nominatim Google Geocoding 

Address Jalan Kampung Baru, Bintaro, Jakarta 

Special Capital Region, 12310, Indonesia 

Jl. Kp. Baru, Kby. Lama, Kota Jakarta Selatan, 

Daerah Khusus Ibukota Jakarta 12310, Indonesia 

Longitude 106.7730941 106.77303440000003 

Latitude -6.2744991 -6.2740124 

Quality residential GEOMETRIC_CENTER 

 

Figure 4.7: The output of second geocoding experiment 

Figure 4.6: The output of first geocoding experiment 

Google Geocoding 

OSM nominatim 

OSM nominatim 

Google Geocoding 
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Table 4.5: The second comparison of geocoding output between OSM nominatim and Google Geocoding 

Attribute OSM nominatim Google Geocoding 

Address Plaza Semanggi, Kav. 50, Jalan Jend. 

Sudirman, Gelora, Jakarta Special Capital 

Region, 12930, Indonesia 

Plaza Semanggi, Senayan, Kebayoran Baru, 

South Jakarta City 12190, Indonesia 

 

Longitude 106.814890563593 106.81374000000005 

Latitude -6.21980365 -6.22189 

Quality mall APPROXIMATE 

 

 

Table 4.6: The third comparison of geocoding output between OSM nominatim and Google Geocoding 

Attribute OSM Google Geocoding 

Address Pondok Indah, Jalan Tol Lingkar Luar 

Jakarta, Cilandak Barat, Jakarta Special 

Capital Region, 12430, Indonesia 

Pd. Indah, Jl. Tanah Kusir II, Kby. Lama, Kota 

Jakarta Selatan, Daerah Khusus Ibukota Jakarta 

12240, Indonesia 

Longitude 106.7838466 106.77919020000002 

Latitude -6.2915604 -6.2574396 

Quality motorway_junction APPROXIMATE 

 

Based on these experiments, OSM nominatim was used as the primary geocoding. If OSM failed to 

geocode a location name, then the location name was sent to Google geocoding as the secondary service. 

The location name that sent to the geocoding services was the original name as mentioned in the Tweet. 
The several factors can fail the geocoding are the following points; 

- the location name is not found in the database of the services 

- the typo in writing the location name 

- the ambiguity because more than one location is sent to the services 

Figure 4.8: The output of third geocoding experiment 

Google Geocoding 

OSM nominatim 
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Google Geocoding provides the approximate attribute if the output is an approximation. Therefore, it was 

used to mark the Tweet that indicating the ambiguous location. The process of sending a location name to 

the services is shown in the following code: 

geolocator_g = GoogleV3(api_key=g_api_key,domain='maps.googleapis.com',timeout=None) 

#geocoding google 

geolocator_y = Nominatim(timeout=None)#geocoding osm 

 

… 

if len(resnamelocnew) != 0: #location name 

… 

    location_geo = geolocator_y.geocode(resnamelocnew) 

 

if location_geo is not None: 

    resgeo_geo = location_geo.raw 

… 

    resgeoapi = 'osm' 

    x_geo = resgeo_geo['lon'] 

    y_geo = resgeo_geo['lat'] 

else: 

    resgeoapi = 'Google' 

 

if resgeoapi == 'Google': 

… 

    location_geo = geolocator_g.geocode(query=resnamelocnew,bounds=(-5.90,107.10,-

6.37,106.53)) 

 

    if location_geo is not None: 

        resgeo_geo = location_geo.raw 

        … 

            if resgeo_geo['geometry']['location_type'] != 'APPROXIMATE': 

                resgeoapi = 'google' 

                x_geo = resgeo_geo['geometry']['location']['lng'] 

                y_geo = resgeo_geo['geometry']['location']['lat'] 

            else: 

                resgeoapi = 'APPROXIMATE' 

        else: 

            resgeoapi = 'fail' 

    else: 

        resgeoapi = 'fail' 

 

Afterward, the distance between both geocoding can be calculated. If the distance is not far from one 

kilometer, then the Tweet is considered in the same area with its location content or close to its location 

content. The process is shown in the following code: 

… 
if resgeoapi != 'fail' and x_geo is not None: 

     xytweet = 'POINT(%s %s)' %(x_tweet, y_tweet) 

     xygeo = 'POINT(%s %s)' %(x_geo,y_geo) 

     cur = conn.cursor() 

     cur.execute("""SELECT ST_Distance(ST_Transform(ST_GeomFromText(%s,4326),3857),\ 

ST_Transform(ST_GeomFromText(%s, 4326),3857));""", (xytweet,xygeo )) 

     queryresults = cur.fetchall() 

 

     if (len(queryresults) != 0): 

         geodist = queryresults[0][0] 

         if geodist > 1000: #1000 m 

               resnearby = 'n' 

         else: 

               resnearby = 'y' 

         cur.close() 

     else: 

         resnearby = None 
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The overall process of geocoding can be seen in the following Figure 5.9. 

  

Figure 4.9: The workflow of geocoding 
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4.7. Evacuation Shelter Selection 

The third objective of the conceptual workflow is to identify the nearest shelter from a Tweet that 

identified as relevant Tweet and close to its location content. The explanation of the method in this 

section addressed the research questions of the third research objective about w hat is the method for 

finding a route to the nearest shelter under flood disaster conditions and how can these directions be 

communicated back to the information seeker?. 

The relevant Tweet was identified using the filtering approach and the close to its location content was 

identified using geocoding approach. Before the identification of shelter, a Tweet after passing the two 

steps (filtering and geocoding) was inserted into a new table. The Tweet has information whether it was 

contained location name, flood depth, close to its location content, as a relevant topic or not. Only 

relevant Tweet and close to its location content will be used in the selection process. 

The first step of the shelter selection is eliminating shelter that has a possibility inundated. Based on the 

conceptual workflow, two conditions are proposed in the system. First, if the shelter is close to the Tweet, 

then the more possible of the shelter is inundated. Second, if there is another Tweet in the same location, 

then the more possible of the shelter is inundated. 

Currently, this system used distance and scoring as the parameters. Based on the two parameters, the score 

was added to a shelter if it located close to the Tweet and if another Tweet found in the same area with 

the shelter. The scoring was calculated using the following rules: 

- If there   a Tweet within 100 meter radius from the shelters, the score is 0.5 

- If there is a Tweet within 1000 meter radius from the shelters, the score is 0.25 

- If there is another Tweet within 1000 meter radius from the shelters, the score is 0.25 

 

The shelter dataset was updated every time a new Tweet came to the system. Therefore, the number of 

relevant Tweets affect to the number of the inundated shelters 

The second step is identifying shelters that its location is located close to the Tweet (nearby shelters). The 

distance to the shelter was determined as two kilometers because a shelter in one kilometer considered as 

inundated. The distance will be extended to three kilometers if it failed to find a shelter within two 

kilometers.  

The third step is identifying the optimum path from the Tweet to each nearby shelter. The identification 

used Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) approach. The algorithm is available in the “pgrouting” extension 

of PostGIS. The algorithm determines the optimum path based on cost value of each path. The system 

used length path as the cost value. Therefore, the nearest shelter is a shelter that has the shortest path 

from the Tweet. The following points are the steps to identify the shortest path: 

1. Assign the length of the path (road) as the weight cost. 

2. Assign the nearest path from the Tweet as the source path (the road next to the Tweet)  

3. Assign the nearest path from the shelters as the target path (the road next to each nearby shelter) 

4. Find the least cost of possible path from the source to the target path 

 

The output of the query using Dijkstra algorithm is the cost of the optimum path of each nearby shelter. 

Hence, the nearest shelter is determined based on the shelter that has the least cost compare to other 

shelters. 

Figure 4.10 shows the example of a Tweet to obtain the nearest shelter. The blue dots are the shelters with 

a score more than zero or have a possibility inundated. The green dots are the shelter with a zero score or 
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have not a possibility inundated. After calculating the optimum path to each green shelter, the least cost 

path identified as shown by the red route. This way, the nearest shelter is identified. 

 

 

 

The last step is identifying the direction to the nearest shelter. The query carries not only the cost of the 

optimum path but also the route of the optimum path. Since each path has an attribute name, then each 

name’s path was inserted into a list of path name to obtain the direction. 

Unfortunately, not all paths have an attribute name. Therefore, a query using the azimuth was calculated 

to overcome the problem. The azimuth is returning a clockwise north-based angle between two points 

(PostGis, n.d.). The points are the first second coordinates of the un-named path and the last second 

coordinates the previous path of the un-named path. The angle represents the compass degree as seen in 

Figure 4.11. Based on the degree, a point of the compass was identified based on a set of rule in Table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7: The rule assignment to identify the direction based on the azimuth 

direction Rule assignment 

North 00 <= azimuth <= 200 or azimuth > 3400 

North East 200 < azimuth <= 700 

East 700 < azimuth <= 1100 

South East 1100 < azimuth <= 1600 

South 1600 < azimuth <= 2000 

South West 2000 < azimuth <= 2500 

West 2500 < azimuth <= 2900 

North West 2900 < azimuth <= 3400 

  

 

 
Figure 4.11: The compass degree 

Geolocation Tweet 

The nearest shelter 

The optimum path 

Figure 4.10: The example of identification the nearest shelter 
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Figure 4.12 shows the example of identification a direction from a path named “jalan pecenongan” to an 

un-named path. The azimuth between the two coordinates is 2790. Based on the table, it is in the range of 

the west direction. Therefore, the direction is “…,go to jalan pecenongan, go to west,…”. The 

information of the direction was used to update the table of Tweet result. Because the table contains 

attribute of the Twitter user then the information of the direction can be sent to the user. 

It should be noted that the identification of shelters was conducted based on Twitter location. Therefore, 

the shelters was updated every time a new Tweet came to the system. Consequentially, if a user already 

received a direction to the shelter but later the shelter is not available anymore the updated direction 

should be sent to the user. The shelter is not available if another Tweet identified it as an inundated 

shelter. The workflow of evacuation shelter selection can be seen in Figure 4.13 

Figure 4.13: The example of identification a direction to an un-named path 

Un-named path 
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Figure 4.12: The workflow of evacuation shelter selection 
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5. RESULTS  

This chapter addressed the research question of research objective number two and number three. The 

research question is about; what is the evaluation result of filtering the Twitter content and what is the 

evaluation result of assessing the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of the location content. The 

first research question was answered in the filtering of twitter content section and the second one was 

answered in the geocoding section. 

5.1. Data Collection  

The system was collected 5281 Tweets from December 2014 to 

March 2015 that contain a keyword @petajt. It was included Tweets 

with geolocation and without geolocation. Since this research 

considers only Tweets with geolocation and Tweets with located in 

Jakarta, the number of Tweets was decreased based on those criteria. 

As seen in Figure 5.1, from the total Tweets, only 26% Tweets that 

contain geolocation and 22% Tweets that contain geolocation and 

within Jakarta boundary. This mean, the number of participants that 

understand of the flood report format is relatively small.     

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the activity of Tweets during corresponding period per week. The peak time of the 

activity occurred in February 2015. The rise of the activity is coherence with the peak of monsoon season 

which were represented at the great number of flood refugees about 41,201 people in the same month in 

Jakarta (BPBD Jakarta, 2015). 
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Figure 5.2: The line chart of Tweets activity per week 

Figure 5.1: The output of data collection 
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5.2. Authoritative Data for Comparison 

To see the spatial pattern, the comparison between flood reports derived from this system and flood area 

from the authoritative data was conducted. The data is a flood area map in 2015 derived from SDI (Spatial 

data infrastructure) of Jakarta relief agency (GIS BPBD DKI Jakarta, 2015) that can be seen in Figure 5.3.  

The flood area is determined based on the report from a leader of a neighborhood. The neighborhood is 

the lowest hierarchy of administrative area in Jakarta. The average area of the neighborhood is around 2 

Km. If a flood occurs at somewhere in a neighborhood and if it reported by the leader, then that 

neighborhood is marked in the authoritative data as flood area. Since it obtained from the aggregation of 

neighborhood boundary, it leads to the uncertainty of the real flood boundary.  

  

Figure 5.3: The flood area in 2015  
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5.3. Filtering of Twitter Content 

The filtering aims to extract the detail information of location content and flood level information in every 

Tweet. If a location content or a flood depth level mentioned in a Tweet together with a flood keyword, 

then it classified as a relevant Tweet. 

As shown in Figure 5.4 (Appendix Table 1), the total number of Tweets between relevant and off-topic is 

slightly difference. About 57% Tweets from the total Tweets contain a location content and about 73% of 

these Tweets categorized as relevant Tweets. The location content was possibly mentioned in the off-topic 

Tweets even it was only a fairly a small number compare with relevant Tweets, it was categorized as an 

off-topic Tweets since the system cannot recognize a flood keywords in the Tweets. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

On the other hand, a few number of Tweets contain flood level information and all the Tweets were 

recognized as relevant Tweets. Figure 5.5 shows the comparison between flood level from the Tweet 

content and flood level from the authoritative data. It can be seen, the Tweets are clustered in where the 

flood has occurred. Then, when it looked in more detail as seen in Table 5.1, most of the Tweets are 

located in the flood area but only 30% the number of Tweets that matched with each category.  50 cm 

used as the break value considering the average number of flood level in both datasets. 

It should be noted that the flood area does not portray flood boundary but represents flooded 

neighborhood. Therefore, if there is a difference of flood level at several locations in a neighborhood, it 

cannot be shown in that dataset. It can be said that flood level of the neighborhood is only represented 

flood level of one location.  

 
Table 5.1: Flood level results and comparison 

Category 
Flood Level 

Tweets 

Inside Flood Area 

<50cm 

Inside Flood Area 

>50cm 
Outside Flood Area 

Tweets < 50 cm 150 45 55 50 

Tweets > 50 cm 96 28 35 33 
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Figure 5.4: The comparison of relevant Tweets and off-topic Tweets based on filtering category 
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Figure 5.5: The comparison between flood level from Tweet content and flood level from the authoritative data 
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The same experiment was conducted to compare the relevant Tweets towards the authoritative data, as 

shown in Table 5.2. Overall, the number of relevant Tweets are more located in the flood area. Whereas, 

the number of off-topic Tweets are more located outside of flood area. As seen in Figure 5.6, the spatial 

pattern of relevant Tweets is apparently clustered around the flood area. On the other hand, the off-topic 

Tweets are more dispersed that can be seen in Figure 5.7. 

 

 
Table 5.2: Relevant Tweets, Off-topic Tweets and Comparison 

Category 
Total 

Tweets 

Flood Area 

Inside Outside 

Relevant Tweets 534 305 229 

Off-Topic Tweets 625 241 384 

 

Figure 5.6: The distribution of Relevant Tweets 
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Furthermore, the Tweets are grouped by month to analyze the trend of Tweet activity over time (Figure 

5.8 and Appendix Table 2). In every month, there are more off-topic Tweets than relevant Tweets, except 

in the peak monsoon season (February 2015). As known before, the Tweet invitation sent by “Peta 

Jakarta” (@petajkt) from December 2014. Most of the Tweets during December until January are about 

reply the invitation or noise content. The examples are shown in Figure 5.9 and 5.10 respectively 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: The distribution of off-topic Tweets 
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No @petajkt; @Fiefieilfie hit by flood? Activate the geolocation. Send a report to @petajkt #banjir. Check at 

petajakarta.go.id   

 

 

 

@petajkt okay sip 

 

 

   

 
  

Figure 5.9: The example of a reply to the invitation 

Figure 5.10: The example of a noise content 
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Figure 5.8: Relevant Tweets and Off-topic Tweets per month 
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5.4. Geocoding of Location Content 

The purpose of geocoding in this system is to check the closeness between primary geocoding 
(coordinates of the Tweet) and secondary geocoding (coordinates of the content-location). This process 
runs just if the location content recognized by the system. 

Tweets mentioned a content-location are about 670 Tweets from the total 1159 Tweets. As seen in Figure 
5.11 (Appendix Table 3), from the 670 Tweets, there are about 82% location content Tweets that 
successfully geocoded and 17% failed in the process. Out of all the successfully geocoded, only 40 % 
Tweets which the primary geocoding and the secondary geocoding are close to each other. 
 

 
Google geocoding has the ability to return an approximation result of the location name. Out of all the 
successfully geocoded, there are about 12% content-location Tweets that return the approximation output. 
Figure 5.12 portray the distribution of Tweets based on geocoding services. The spatial pattern of the 
Tweets is clustered around the flood area. 

Figure 5.12: The distribution of Tweets based on the geocoding services 
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Figure 5.11: The results of Geocoding content 
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Furthermore, to see the spatial pattern, Tweets that have the closeness between primary geocoding and 
secondary geocoding was compared with the authoritative data (Table 5.3). The Tweets were grouped into 
two categories; Tweets that geocoding of primary and secondary is close and relevant Tweets that 
geocoding of primary and secondary is close. The distribution of Tweets in both categories apparently 
more clustered inside of the flood area.  

Even though there are some Tweets located on the outside of flood area, Figure 5.13 shows the 
distribution of the Tweets is clustered around the flood area. There are about 68% of relevant Tweets 
located in the flood area. Apparently, adding the closeness of the location content does not have any 
significant impact. However, when the flood boundary is expanded up to 200 m, the number of the 
Tweets inside the flood area is increased to 148 Tweets or 87% are clustered around the flood area. 

 
Table 5.3: Tweets that close to its location content, relevant Tweets that close to its location content and 

Comparison 

Category 
Total 

Tweets 

Flood Area 

Inside Outside 

Geocoding of primary and secondary is close 224 153 71 

Geocoding of primary and secondary is close  

& the content is relevant 169 109 60 

  

  

Figure 5.13: The distribution of Tweets that close to its location content 
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5.5. Evacuation Shelter Selection 

The last process of the system is to identify the potential shelter from the location of Tweet. As 
mentioned in the Chapter 4.1, the shelters dataset was obtained from the authoritative data. There are 
about 2563 shelters available in the dataset. The system allows identifying the shelters that might be 
inundated using a scoring system. If a shelter was close to a relevant Tweet, this increase the probability of 
being flooded. The system identified 1520 shelters that have no possibility inundated, and 81 shelters that 
was selected for the nearest shelter. 

The shelter was identified from the Tweets that relevant and close to its location content. In the other 
word, if users mentioned a location name in their Tweet and its location in the same area where they were 
sending the Tweet, then the users get an information about the closest shelter, as long as the location is 
not too far or still reachable by walking distance. Table 5.4 shows only 1 Tweet from all Tweets that 
relevant and close to its location content failed to being matched to the closest shelter. 

Table 5.4: Shelters selection of Tweets that relevant and close to its location content 

Category 
Number of 

Tweet 

Relevant & close to its location content 169 

Success 168 

Fail 1 

 
 
The spatial pattern of the selected shelters is shown in Figure 5.14. Most of the shelters are dispersed on 
the outside of flood area. When it was calculated by a spatial query, from 81 of selected shelters there are 
24 shelters or about 29 % shelters inside of flood area. Since the flood area is the aggregation of 
neighborhood boundary and accumulated flood area in 2015, there is a possibility the number of shelters 
that located in flood area is smaller than 24 shelters. The selected shelters were determined based on the 
optimum path from the Tweet location. Therefore, the route to the shelter can be identified. 

 

Figure 5.14: The distribution of selected shelters and the route from Tweets to the shelters 
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As a feedback to the Twitter user, this research proposes a text format as the direction to the shelter. The 
system allows translating the route into a text format. Therefore, it is possible sending the result to the 
user using the same platform (Twitter). To assess the output, the Tweets and shelters dataset were stored 
into CartoDb. Using CartoDb, the toponym of the street can be seen clearly. Figure 5.15 represents the 
sample of Tweet and the direction to the shelter. It can be seen; the direction calculates the number of the 
intersection and the points of the compass for the un-named road. 

  

  

Figure 5.15: The direction to the shelter from the Tweet displayed in Cartodb 
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6. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 

Similar to Chapter 5, this chapter is related to the research question from research objective number two 

and number three. The research question is about; what is the evaluation result of filtering the Twitter 

content and what is the evaluation result of assessing the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of the 

location content.  

6.1. Filtering of Twitter Content 

As adapted from Powers (2011) F-measure (F1 score) is a method to measure the accuracy of prediction 

and condition. In this case, the prediction is a result of the system, and the condition is a result of 

checking manually. The F-measure is considered precision and recall that retrieved from a binary 

classification of contingency as shown in Table 6.1. The cells of the contingency table point out the 

correct or incorrect of the prediction. The green cells refer the correct prediction and the red cells refer 

the incorrect prediction. 

 
Table 6.1: The contingency table 

 Condition positive Condition negative 

Predicted positive True positive False positive 

(Type I error) 

Predictive negative False negative 

(Type II error) 

True negative 

 

Precision (p) or called Positive Predictive Value is the number of True Positive results divided by the 

number of all positive predictive. Recall (r) or called True Positive Rate is the number of True Positive 

results divided by the number of all condition positive. In the other word, the precision is to measure the 

quality of the system and the recall is to measure the completeness of the result. 

The evaluation aims to measure the true average between precision and recall. Hence, based on these 

parameters, the F-measure is performed to calculate the approximation of the average of both. The 

formula of the F-measure is shown in the following equation: 

 

In this case, the F-measure approach is to measure the accuracy of the identification of the location 

content, flood level, and relevant Tweet derived from the filtering.  

The first evaluation using F-measure is the identification of location content. As explained in the 

methodology, there are two approaches to identify a location content; first, using toponym and rule 

assignment. Since the number of toponyms are limited, then there is a possibility of failure in the 

identification. All the Tweets were checked manually and categorized into the contingency Table 6.2. 

 

 

F-measure = 2 x precision x recall 

 precision + recall 
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Table 6.2: The contingency table of the identification of location name 

 identified has a valid 

location name 

identified has no valid 

location name 

The Tweet has a valid location name 537 89 

The Tweet has invalid location name 54 479 

 

The output shows, both the correct cells are far higher than the incorrect cells. Based on this contingency 

table, precision, recall, and F-measure is computed as follows. 

Precision  = 537/(537+89) = 86% 

Recall  = 537/(537+54) = 90% 

F-measure = 88% 

 

The result of F-measure is relatively high. This mean, that the system is quite successful in identifying a 

Tweet with location content or without location content. The system failed to determine the location 

content because of several factors. For examples; in Figure 6.1, the location name of "Pulogebang Jakarta 

timur” was not recognized in the gazetteer and there was no keyword precede it. In Figure 6.2, the use of 

"didaerah" (atarea) instead of "di daerah" (at the area), it caused the failure of the identification of "Islamic 

centre Jakarta utara" as the location name. In Figure 6.3, the incomplete location name of "masjid 

palmerah" (palmerah mosque) instead of "masjid failaka palmerah" (failaka palmerah mosque) because the 

system was not recognized the unknown word (failaka) as a location name without a keyword that 

preceded it. In Figure 6.4, the use of abbreviation "dpn" as a keyword precedes location name "pt w ings" 

failed to identify it as the location name. 

 

 

@petajkt @detikcom Pulogebang Jakarta timur flood level up to knee-high 

 

 

@petajkt pouring rain inthearea of Islamic centre Jakarta utara plus is flooding around 10-20 cm but still passable by 

the vehicle  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: The first sample of the fail identification of location name (there is no keyword precede Pulogebang 
Jakarta timur) 

Figure 6.2: The second sample of the fail identification of location name (“di” or “in” is a keyword to identify the 
location name but it written without space) 
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@petajkt #banjir in front of failaka mosque palmerah 

 

 

 

#BanjirJKT flood Frnt pt wings jl raya setu, with flood level almost 80cm because of the overflow of the fishing pond 

@petajkt @BPBDJakarta 

 

 

The second evaluation using F-measure is the identification of flood level.  As mentioned in Chapter 5.3, 

all Tweets that mentioned a flood level are categorized as relevant Tweets. To evaluate the result, then all 

the Tweets were checked manually to calculate the F-measure test of the flood level Tweets as shown in 

Table 6.3. 

 
Table 6.3: The contingency table of the flood level Tweets 

 identified has a valid 

flood level 

not  identified has a valid 

flood level 

The Tweet has a valid flood level 212 30 

The Tweet has invalid flood level 4 913 

 

Precision, recall, and F-measure computation: 

Precision  = 212/(212+30) = 87% 

Recall  = 212/(212+4) = 98% 

F-measure = 92% 

 

The incorrect cells (False Positive and False Negative) shows a small number of Tweets and the correct 

cells (True Positive and True Negative) shows a high number of Tweets. Therefore, the F-Measure of 

level flood identification is high. It is proven that the system is feasible in identifying a flood level Tweet.  

There are several words related to part of the human body that usually used to depict a flood level were 

not available in the system. Therefore, the system failed to identify the Tweet even though it has a valid 

flood level (FP). Those words are the calf, chest, and neck as seen in the example of Figure 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 

respectively. Another case is the use of the unstructured keyword as seen in Figure 6.8. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: The third sample of the fail identification of location name (the identified location name is ‘mosque 
palmerah’ instead of ‘failaka mosque’) 

Figure 6.4: The forth sample of the fail identification of location name (“dpn” is abbreviation of “depan” or in f ront of  
in English) 
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@petajkt #banjir Yes the flood almost to half of calf 

 

 

@petajkt cc:@BPBDJakarta flood at pondok pinang rt 016 rw 05 still as high as chest of  adult. Please respond 

 

Yes flood up to the neck @petajkt 

 

 

Flood at komplek gading asri 1. The water level up to 1/3 tire of toyota fortuner. 

 

On the other hand, the Tweet has invalid flood level but identified has a valid flood level (FN) was caused 

by two factors. First, the use of word “banjir” (flood) is not related to the flood situation. In the 

Indonesian language, the word “banjir” can be used to exaggerate a situation. For example “banjir air 

mata” (flood of tears) as seen in Figure 6.9. Second, the system failed to recognize the unstructured format 

number of flood level as seen in Figure 6.10. It should be noted that the system identified a number 

before metric unit as flood level and the system converted the meter unit into centimeter unit. However, 

the system could not recognize the number in front of decimal division in a float type number. For 

example, when the user wrote 1,5 meter (a half meter), the system only read the “5 m” part. Therefore, it 

was converted into 500 centimeters, not 1500 centimeter. 

 

 

Flood of tears where should I complain? @petajktK rinasm do you suffer by flood? Activate geolocation. Send the report to 

@petajkt #banjir. Check at petajakarta.org 

Figure 6.5: The first sample of the fail identification of flood level 

Figure 6.6: The second sample of the fail identification of flood level 

Figure 6.7: The third sample of the fail identification of flood level 

Figure 6.8: The forth sample of the fail identification of flood level 

Figure 6.9 : The fifth sample of the fail identification of flood level 
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Flood at Kel Rawa Buaya RW 01 RT 10 up to 40 cm s/d 1,5 m @petajkt @BPBDJakarta #flood 

pic.twitter.com/teQpia7fu3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

 

The third evaluation using F-measure is the identification of the relevant and off-topic Tweets. The similar 

output is shown in the contingency Table 6.4. Since the True positive is high, as a result, the precision, 

recall, and F-measure is high as well. 

 

 
Table 6.4: The contingency table of the relevant and off-topic Tweets 

 identified as relevant 

Tweet 

not identified as relevant 

Tweet 

The Tweet has a valid relevant information 495 63 

The Tweet has invalid relevant information 39 562 

 

Precision, recall, and F-measure computation: 

 

Precision  = 495/(495+63) = 89% 

Recall  = 495/(495+39) = 92% 

F-measure = 90% 

 

As seen in the contingency table, the error identification is grouped into two conditions; the False 

Negative (FN) condition is the Tweet that has invalid relevant information but identified as relevant 

Tweet, and The False Positive (FP) condition is the Tweet that has valid relevant information but not 

identified as relevant Tweets. 

After checking manually, FN was caused by two factors; first, the system identified a flood keyword and 

location name.  However, the real Tweet was about evacuation refugees, updating situation and asking the 

condition as seen in Figure 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 respectively. Second, the system identified a flood keyword and 

flood level within the Tweet as seen in Figure 6.14 but in fact, it was just a noise Tweet. 

 

 

#flood refugees of kelapa gading nias getting the services from sudinsos Jakut 

 

Figure 6.10: The sixth sample of the fail identification of flood level 

Figure 6.11: The first example of error identification of relevant Tweets (“banjir” is flood keyword and “kelapa 
gading nias” is location name) 
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@petajkt the floods has receded at cempaka putih, cempaka mas and artha gading. Thank you 

 

 

Does the way to arta gading is flooded or not? Is Matraman still flooded? @petajkt 

 

 

@petajkt water of tears, not water of rain 

 

On the other hand, FP error was caused by two factors; first, in Figure 6.15 the system failed to recognize 

as the relevant Tweet because it was not using the correct format (not mentioned a location or a flood 

level). Second, in Figure 6.16 the system failed to recognize as the relevant Tweet because the system 

failed to recognize “BHP” as the location name. 

 

@petajkt still in the same #flood condition but a little bit receded than yesterday 

 

 

Toward to BHP is still inundated @petajkt @BPBDJakarta #banjirJKT 

 
  

Figure 6.12: The second example of error identification of relevant Tweets (“banjir” is flood keyword and “cempaka 
putih, cempaka mas, and arta gading” are location name) 

Figure 6.14: The forth example of error identification of relevant Tweets (“air” is flood keyword and “mata” is f lood 
level keyword) 

Figure 6.15: The fifth example of error identification of relevant Tweets 

Figure 6.16: The sixth example of error identification of relevant Tweets (BHP is the location name but the system 
fails identify it) 

Figure 6.13: The third example of error identification of relevant Tweets (“banjir” is flood keyword and “arta gading, 
matraman” are location name) 
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6.2. Geocoding of Location Content 

The quality of the Geocoding output are related to the location content resulted from the filtering. As 

mentioned in Chapter 5.4, from 1159 Tweets the system identified 670 Tweets have the location content 

or location name. The system converted those location names into geographic coordinates using OSM 

nominatim and Google Geocoding as the geocoding services. The system marked the approximate result 

obtained from Google Geocoding as the ambiguous location name.   

Figure 6.17 shows Google Geocoding contributes 57% from the total location name that successfully 

geocoded whereas OSM only 7%,  about 19% location names are ambiguous, and 16% location names are 

failure identified. 

 

 

Furthermore, the output was checked manually to analyze the quality of each service. Table 6.5 shows 

OSM has the better results than Google Geocoding with 64% coordinates of the Tweet (primary 

geocoding) is close to the coordinates of its location content (secondary geocoding), no output is outside 

of Jakarta boundary, the average distance between Tweet location and geocoding is 2 Km, and no 

incorrect location name was geocoded by the system.  

On the other hand, Google Geocoding has 52 % coordinates of the Tweet is close to the coordinates of 

its location content, 5 secondary geocoding are outside of Jakarta, the average distance between Tweet 

location and geocoding is 13 Km, and 45 incorrect location names were geocoded by this service. 

 
Table 6.5: The comparison output between OSM and Google Geocoding 

Geocoding Services 

Tweets 

successfully 

geocoded 

Tweets close 

to the 

geocoding 

output 

The output 

outside of 

Jakarta 

The average 

distance between 

input and output 

False location 

name but 

successfully- 

geocoded 

OSM 45 29 0 2072 meter 0 

Google 

(without 

approximate result) 

373 195 5 13661 meter 

6434 meter 

(without the outlier) 

45 

Google 

(with approximate 

result) 135 

- - - - 

 

45

387

130

108
osm

google (without approximate result)

google (with approximate result)

Fail

Figure 6.17: The proportion of the Geocoding output 
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Evidently, there is an outlier of the output from Google Geocoding. The distance of this outlier is too far, 

which is 2,803,158 meter. The location name of this outlier obtained from the Tweet in Figure 6.18. The 

system identified “lobby” as the location name since “depan” is the keyword precede the location name. 

Even though it is not a valid location name, the Google Geocoding found the similar location name that 

very far from Jakarta. Therefore, if the outlier is omitted from the average distance calculation, then 

Google Geocoding produce the average distance from the Tweet location is about 6 Km. Moreover, if the 

Tweets with incorrect location name are omitted from the average distance calculation, then it produce the 

average distance is about 3 Km. 

 

@petajkt #flood lobby front #MallTamanAnggrek #mallTA 

 

Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 are the distance between primary geocoding and secondary geocoding 

obtained from OSM and Google geocoding respectively. Both figures show that most of the Tweets have 

the distance from the content-location are below 5 km.  
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Figure 6.20: The distance between primary geocoding and secondary geocoding obtained from OSM 

Figure 6.19: The distance between primary geocoding and secondary geocoding obtained from Google geocoding 
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Figure 6.18: The Tweet that produce incorrect location name 
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In order to check the output of geocoding, checking manually of secondary geocoding output was 

conducted. The checking only for Tweet that has a true location content obtained from filtering process. 

The result grouped in Table 6.6. First group is secondary geocoding which located in the true location as 

given by the location content. Second group is secondary geocoding which located in the same 

administrative area with the location content. Third group is false secondary geocoding but the primary 

geocoding is located in the same area with the location content. Last group is geocoding which both 

primary and secondary are located in a different location from the content. For each group, the distance 

between primary geocoding and secondary geocoding divided by three; less than one kilometer, one until 

five kilometers, and more than five kilometers. 

 
Table 6.6: The quality checking of secondary geocoding 

No Category < 1 Km 1-5 Km > 5 Km 

1 True secondary geocoding  209 45 8 

2 True secondary geocoding 

(in administrative level) 

6 22 0 

3 False secondary geocoding, 

True primary geocoding 

0 27 31 

4 False secondary geocoding, 

False primary geocoding 

0 11 28 

 

 

The table shows a large number of true secondary geocoding has a distance of less than one kilometer 

from the primary geocoding. In contrast, a small number of true secondary geocoding has a distance of 

more than five kilometers from the primary geocoding. This means, most of the location contents are 

located in the same area where the Tweet was sent. 

Some true secondary geocoding that located more than one kilometer from the primary geocoding 

indicates disambiguate of the actual location. This mean, a location content could be different from where 

the Tweet is sent. Therefore, determining the actual location from a Tweet is an essential part of an 

automated extraction tool (Sultanik & Fink, 2012).  

Regarding the quality of the geocoding services, the F-measure approach is calculated based on the 

contingency Table 6.7. The result of F-measure shows the services is reliable to geocode a location name. 

 

Table 6.7: The contingency table of geocoding service 

 True geocoding False geocoding 

valid location name 290 97 

location name not valid 0 45 

 

Precision  = 290/(290+97) = 74% 

Recall  = 290/(290+0) = 100% 

F-measure = 85% 
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Figure 6.21 is the example of a secondary geocoding that very close with its primary geocoding. The 

system was identified “apart laguna” as location name, and geocoding service was returned the same 

location (“apartemen laguna”) as secondary geocoding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water has up at the parking lot of apart laguna pluit. The nearby road started to inundate up to calf @petajkt 

@detikcom #banjir 

 

 

 

Figure 6.22 is the example of both primary geocoding and secondary geocoding apparently are in the same 

location but the distance is relatively far.  The system was identified “gunung sahari” as a location name 

and the geocoding service was recognized it as the name of a road. Since it is a long road, then the 

distance between both geocoding is high as well.  

On the contrary, Figure 6.23 shows the example of the failure of geocoding service in identifying a 

location name. The system was identified “Kramat Jati” as a location name but Google geocoding was 

returned “Kramat Asem” as the secondary location. As referred by Roongpiboonsopit & Karimi (2010)  

Google will expand the searching strategy by adding the city/area if it fails in finding the address. Even 

though the location name was changed, Google geocoding identified it as a “good match”. This is the 

answer what makes the 45 false location name was geocoded by Google. After checking manually, if the 

distance between primary geocoding and secondary geocoding was larger than five kilometers, it has a 

possibility returning a false address. 

 

 

 

 

 

Primary geocoding Secondary geocoding 

Figure 6.21: The sample of geocoding output (secondary geocoding) that very close to the geocoding input (primary 
geocoding) 
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Flood at gunung sahari in front of mangdu square this afternoon @petajkt #BanjirJKT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flood at jalan Kramat Jati Hek @petajkt #JakartaBanjir #banjir 

Primary geocoding 

Secondary 

Figure 6.22: The example of primary geocoding and secondary geocoding in the same location but the distance is far 

Primary geocoding 

Secondary 

9
3
6
0
 

Figure 6.23: The example of failure in identification the location name by Google geocoding 
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Regarding the uncertainty of flood area boundary obtained from the authoritative data, the output of 

secondary geocoding can be used to check flood location that not covered by the dataset. After random 

checking, many of flood location located in the outside boundaries. 

For example, Figure 6.24 shows a Tweet mentions that “Jl.Kamal Raya” is flooded. The secondary 

geocoding is located at “Kamal Raya” as well. However, it is not covered by the flood area dataset. The 

distance from the secondary geocoding to the flood boundary is 800 m. Another example is shown in 

Figure 6.25. a Tweet mentions that there is a flood at “jln tiong” but it is not covered by the flood area 

dataset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traffic jam at Jl. Kamal Raya. is stuck because of #flood @TMCPoldaMetro @petajkt @BPBDJakarta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

@petajkt at jln tiong setiabudi area.. flood around 30cm 

 

 
  

Figure 6.24: The first example of flood location is not covered in the authoritative data 

Figure 6.25: The second example of flood location is not covered in the authoritative data 
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6.3. Evacuation Shelter Selection  

As mentioned in Chapter 5.5, there is one Tweet failed to find the closest shelter. Thus, it failed to get 

direction to the shelter as well. When it is looked in Figure 6.26, the nearest path from the Tweet is 

unconnected. The system calculated the optimum path from the Tweet to the shelters. However, the 

nearest path from the Tweet is unconnected. Therefore, it failed to get a shelter 

 

6.4. System Performance 

In order to check the performance of the system, the timer in every process (Filtering, geocoding, and 

shelter selection) were inserted into the code. Therefore, the time-consuming of each Tweet was recorded 

in the database. Table 6.8 shows the average of time-consuming in each Tweet processing. The system was 

tested on the same personal computer but it was used two different speed internet connections. The 

slower connection was influenced the Geocoding process since it was needed a connection to the online 

Geocoding services. On the other hand, the average time-consuming of the other two processes are quite 

similar.       

 
 

Table 6.8: The average time consuming of each process 

Process of 

Average Time Consuming (second) 

Fast Internet Connection 

37.60 Mbps 

Slow Internet Connection 

8.73 Mbps 

NLP 1.56 1.62 

Geocoding 0.3 4.09 

Shelter selection 2.44 
2.52 

 
 

  

Figure 6.26: The Tweet that failed to identify a shelter because of the unconnected path 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

7.1. Conclusions 

This study shows that correctly filtered content from Twitter during flood disaster provide a promising 

source of reliable flood information. Even though the available authoritative data is obtained from the 

aggregation of neighborhood, it can be used to see the spatial pattern of the output. The comparison 

shows the spatial distribution of filtered tweets was more concentrated in the flood areas. In general, the 

results can help answer the following of research questions: 

  
1. What is the characteristic of Twitter content in flood disaster? 

According to the requirement analysis and the result, the relevant information about flood report 
is mentioned as a flood location or a water level. Aside from that, another information that 
possibly referred in a Tweet is related to evacuation refugees or shelter, updating flood condition, 
and noise content. The system classified this information as off-topic Tweets since it concerned 
only about a Tweet that inform a flood report as a relevant Tweet. 

2. What is the use case to be implemented? 

The conceptual design is explained in Chapter 3. The design explained a use case scenario of the 
concept. The workflow of the scenario consists three main process of utilizing Twitter content in 
flood disaster. First, filtering the content to obtain detailed information about location content 
and flood depth level. Second, geocoding of the location content to assess the closeness between 
geocoding of Twitter and geocoding of its location content. Third, identifying the closest shelter 
as a feedback information.  

3. Which natural language processing method to use or modify in filtering the Twitter content? 

To filter the information of a Tweet, the NLP method that was used and modified is Named 
Entity Recognition (NER). A combination of predefined keywords, toponym, Part Of Speech 
Tagging (POS-T) and rule-based method were used to identify a location entity. Predefined 
keywords and rule based method also used in the identification of a flood level and a relevant 
Tweet. Using the considered methods allow us to obtain the necessary details from the Tweets. 

4. What is the evaluation result of filtering the Twitter content? 

After evaluation using F-measure approach, the result shows that the system has a good quality in 
Identifying both the detail information of the content and relevant Tweets. The content are 
location name and water level that afterward are used to classify relevant Tweet and off-topic 
Tweet. Several factors caused the incorrect output; the incompleteness of toponym, the 
incompleteness of the predefined keywords, the incompleteness of rule assignment, and the use 
of the unstructured text such as abbreviation. 

5. How to assess the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of its location content? 

A location content obtained from filtering is used to evaluate the closeness between coordinates 
of the Tweet as primary geocoding and coordinates of its location content as secondary 
geocoding. The location content is sent to geocoding services to obtain the secondary 
coordinates. 

After Studying the literature and experimenting with several samples of location name, it was 
decided to use OSM nominatim and Google geocoding as the services. According to the literature 
review and the experiment, OSM provides a better accuracy. Thus, it used as primary geocoding 
service in the system.  

The output of metadata from Google geocoding can return an approximation of the quality of 
geocoding. It used to mark a Tweet that has an ambiguous location content. 
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6. What is the evaluation result of assessing the geocoding of Twitter and the geocoding of its 
location content? 

Regarding the quality of the output, apparently OSM has a better result than Google. After 
checking manually, no false location content was geocoded by OSM, and the distance between 
primary geocoding and secondary geocoding is relatively close to each other. 

On the other hand, Google geocoding has a result that can be misleading. It showed after 
evaluation; Google geocoding can return different location name from the input. It happened 
because if Google cannot find a given address, then it will find a similar location name even only 
partially. The output shows if the distance between primary geocoding and secondary geocoding 
is too far (usually more than 5 km), it has a possibility that the geocoding service may return a 
false output.  

After evaluation using F-measure, the result shows the geocoding services provide an opportunity 
to return a good output as long as the location content is a valid location name. 

7. What is the method to use or modify for finding a route to the nearest shelter under flood disaster 
conditions? 

The nearest shelter identified based on the optimum path from where the Tweet was sent. The 
optimum path was calculated by Dijkstra algorithm on pg-Routing. The selected shelter was 
determined if it fulfills the requirements which are; the shelter has no possibility being inundated 
and not too far from its location. A shelter has no possibility inundated if the shelter is far from a 
good Tweet report.  

The good Tweet mean it has a relevant information and close to its location content. The two 
conditions indicate the Tweet contains a true information. In other words, flooding likely occurs 
in the location from where the Tweet was sent. A shelter that is located next to the Tweet (in this 
case using a boundary 1 km) has a score of possibility inundated. The score is increased if there is 
another Tweet in that area. The process is iterated every time a new Tweet comes in to the 
system. The inundated shelter should be eliminated from the selection process. In the end, the 
nearest shelter can be identified 

8. How can these directions be communicated back to the information seeker? 

After identifying the nearest shelter, the route to the shelter can be identified. The information of 
the route used as a feedback to the seeker. In this case, the seeker is the Twitter user who sending 
the information about flood. Considering Twitter is a social media for broadcasting a text 
message, the route should be converted into a text format. The route is determined based on the 
name of each path and the azimuth to identify a point of the compass for the un-named path. 

As explained in point 8, the process identification of inundated shelter was iterated every time a 
new Tweet comes to the system. Consequently, the selected shelter might turn out to be an 
inundated shelter. Therefore, the user should be informed about the changed shelter. 
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7.2. Limitation and Recommendations 

There are several limitations of this research. Based on that, recommendations are proposed for the future 

works. The limitation and recommendation are in the following points: 

1. Currently, the system is not running in a real-time manner since it used the data from the last year 

monsoon season.  The data was used due to the need of obtaining a sufficient number of Tweets. 

The real-time system can be implemented using the Twitter Streaming API. The API can replace 

the current data collection process. 

In a real-time condition, the system can help the relief agency to classify a relevant Tweet quickly 

since the current system “Peta Jakarta” do the validation of information by cross check manually. 

Moreover, the in-situ information about water level can be used to develop an inundation 

modelling in a real-time condition. As referred by Zhu (2010), water level is one of parameters for 

flood inundation modelling. Using the flood model, the inundated boundary can be predicted 

shortly. 

2. As mentioned in the evaluation, there are several part of human body that usually used by user to 

describe a flood level. The words are the calf, chest, and neck. However, these words are not 

included in a predefined keyword. It caused the system failed in identification the flood level if the 

words mentioned in a Tweet. Therefore, these words can be included in the predefined keywords 

to enhance the quality of the filtering. 

3. As explained in the evaluation of Geocoding content, the Google geocoding provides a risk to 

return a wrong location. Using a ratio similarity between a given address name and the output 

address can be considered to overcome the problem. Adding more online geocoding service into 

the system is also possible. However, it will influence the time consumption. 

4. The shelter dataset provides a large number of shelters plan. The system helps to identify a shelter 

that has a possibility being inundated based on a Twitter location. Currently, the system only 

considers the distance to a relevant Tweet as a parameter for identifying possibly inundated 

shelters. 

As a recommendation for the future work, adding different datasets such as Digital Elevation 

Model and flood prone area map are necessary to improve the possibility. For example, if a 

shelter is lower than a relevant Tweet, then it has a possibility inundated, or if a shelter is located 

in a flood prone area, then it has a possibility inundated as well. The method for identifying an 

inundated shelter can be used by a relief agency to provide preliminary data in real-time. 

However, it is recommended to do the verification to check the validity. Moreover, Twitter users 

can be involved for contributing information about the availability of the shelters. Because, based 

on the requirement analysis such information is possible obtained from the user. 

5. Another limitation is the system not considering an inundated path in the selection of the shelter. 

Because, if all path around the Tweet is identified as an inundated path, then it will be difficult to 

identify the nearest path from a Tweet. For the recommendation, the inundated path can be 

identified using the similar method to the identification of inundated shelter. However, the 

inundated path can be ignored in identifying the nearest path from the Tweet. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1: The comparison of relevant Tweets and off-topic Tweets based on filtering category 

 

Category All Tweets Relevant Tweets Off-Topic Tweets 

Total Tweets 1159 534 625 

Tweets contain location name 670 501 169 

Tweets contain flood level 216 216 0 

 

 

  

Table 2: The number of relevant and off-topic Tweets per month 

 

Month  Total Tweets Relevant Tweets Off-topic Tweets 

2014-12  160 49 110 

2015-01  275 100 170 

2015-02  699 374 325 

2015-03  25 11 14 

Total  1159 534 625 

 

  

Table 3: The Geocoding output based on the category 

 

Category All Tweets Relevant Tweets Off-Topic Tweets 

Fail 117 80 37 

Approximation output 135 101 34 

Success 418 320 98 

Tweets that close to its content location 224 169 55 

 
 


